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UNIT I  

Networking and open standard  

KEY TERMS 

 Computer Network: 

 when more than one computer is interconnected with suitable communication media to  

transfer data.  

 INTERNET:  

 It is a network of networks that consists of millions of private, public, academic, business, and  

government networks that are linked by broad electronic and optical networking technologies.  
 

 Network Devices:  

 Computer network devices also known as communication devices and they constitute a data  

communication network.  

 These devices are routers, switches, hubs, LAN cards, gateway, modems, hardware firewall,  

CSU/DSU, ISDN terminals and transceivers.  

 Router:  

 A router is a communication device that is used to connect two logically and physically different  

networks, two LANs, two WANs and a LAN with WAN.  

 The main function of the router is to sorting and the distribution of the data packets to their  

destinations based on their IP addresses.  

 Switch: 

  A Switch is a device that is used to segment networks into different sub networks called subnets  

or LAN segments.  

 Hubs: 

 The central connecting device in a computer network is known as a hub.  

 There are two types of a hub i.e. active hub and passive hub.  

 Gateway:  

 A gateway device connects the LAN with the Internet. A gateway is directly exposed to the  
Internet so it should be securely configured and in and out traffic should be monitored.  
 

 
 Repeater: 

 Repeater is a device used in data communication to amplify a signal as it is passed  
along the network cable.  

 
 Bridge:  

 

 Bridge is a device that is used to connect two networks as well to pass the packets  
between two networks that use the same network protocols.  

 
 Modems: 

 

 A device for transmitting usually digital data over telephone wires by modulating the data  

into an audio signal to send it and demodulating an audio signal into data to receive it.  
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 An ordinary modem has a data transmission speed limit of about 56 kilobits per second.  

ISDN lines allow communications at over twice that rate, and cable modems and DSL lines 

have transmission rates of over a million bits per second.  

 
 LAN Cards  

 

 LAN cards or network adapters are the building blocks of a computer network.  

 LAN cards are inserted into the expansion slots inside the computer.  

 Different LAN cards support different speed from 10/100 to 10/1000.  
 

 
 DNS -- (Domain Name System) 

 
 The Domain Name System is the system that translates Internet domain names into IP numbers.  

A "DNS Server" is a server that performs this kind of translation.  
 

 
 IP Address -- (Internet Protocol Address):  

 
 Sometimes called a dotted quad. A unique 32 bit number divided into 4 octet separated by dots,  

e.g.  165.113.245.2.  

 Every machine that is on the Internet has a unique IP number - if a machine does not have an IP  

number, it is not really on the Internet.  

 
 MAC: 

 
 In a local area network or other network, the MAC (Media Access Control) address is your  

computer's unique hardware number.  

 In computer networking, a Media Access Control address (MAC address) is a unique identifier  

assigned to most network adapters or network interface cards (NICs) by the manufacturer for 

identification, and used in the Media Access Control protocol sub-layer.  

 
 What is Domain Name Resolution? 

 
 Domain Name Resolution is the task of converting domain names to their corresponding IP  

address.  

 This is all done behind the scenes and is rarely noticed by the user. When you enter a 

domain name in an application that uses the Internet, the application will issue a command to 

have the operating system convert the domain name into its IP address, and then connect to 

that IP address to perform whatever operation it is trying to do.  
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TYPE OF NETWORK 
 

 
 LAN -- (Local Area Network):  

 
 A computer network limited to the immediate area, usually the same building or floor of a  

building.  
 

 WAN -- (Wide Area Network) 

 
 Any Internet or network that covers an area larger than a single building or campus.  

 PAN -A personal area network - - is a computer network organized around an individual person.  

 Personal area networks typically involve a mobile computer, a cell phone and/or a handheld  

computing device such as a PDA. You can use these networks to transfer files including email  

and calendar appointments, digital photos and music.  
 

 MAN( metropolitan area network)  
 

 It is a large computer network that usually spans a city or a large campus.  

 A MAN usually interconnects a number of local area networks (LANs) using a high-capacity  

backbone technology, such as fiber-optical links, and provides up-link services to wide area networks 

and the Internet.  
 

 

Network topology  
 Network topology  

 
 It is defined as the interconnection of the various elements (links, nodes, etc.) of a 

computer  
network.  
 Network Topologies can be physical or logical. Physical Topology means the physical 

design  
of a network including the devices, location and cable installation.  
 Logical topology refers to the fact that how data actually transfers in a network as opposed 

to  
its physical design. The study of network topology recognizes five basic topologies:  

 
 Bus topology  
 Star topology  

 Ring topology  
 Tree topology  

 Mesh topology  
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This classification is based on the interconnection between computers - be it physical or logical.  
 

 Star Topology  

The type of network topology in which each of the nodes of the  
network is connected to a central node with a point-to-point link in a  
'hub' and 'spoke' fashion, the central node being the 'hub' and the 

nodes that are attached to the central node being the 'spokes' (e.g., a  
collection of point-to-point links from the peripheral nodes that 

converge at a central node) - all data that is transmitted between  
nodes in the network is transmitted to this central node, which is  

usually some type of device that then retransmits the data to some or  
all of the other nodes in the network, although the central node may also 

be a simple common connection point (such as a 'punch-down'  
block) without any active device to repeat the signals.  

 
 Bus Topology  

The type of network topology in which all of the nodes of the network are 

connected to a common transmission medium which has exactly two  
endpoints (this is the 'bus', which is also commonly referred to as the  
backbone, or trunk) - all data that is transmitted between nodes in the  
network is transmitted over this common transmission medium and is  
able to be received by all nodes in the network virtually simultaneously  
(disregarding propagation delays).  
 

 Ring Topology  

The type of network topology in which each of the nodes of the network is  

connected to two other nodes in the network and with the first and last  

nodes being connected to each other, forming a ring - all data that is  
transmitted between nodes in the network travels from one node to the next  

 

node in a circular manner and the data generally flows in a single direction 

only.  

 
 
 MESH TOPLOGY:  

A fully connected network, complete topology or full mesh topology is a 

network topology in which there is a direct link between all pairs of nodes. In a 

fully connected network with n nodes, there are n (n-1)/2 direct links.  

Networks designed with this topology are usually very expensive to set up,  
but provide a high degree of reliability due to the multiple paths for data  

that are provided by the large number of redundant links between nodes.  

This topology is mostly seen in military applications.  
 
 
 Tree Topology 

A tree topology (hierarchical topology) can be viewed as a collection of star 

networks arranged in a hierarchy. This tree has individual peripheral nodes 

(e.g. leaves), which are required to transmit to and receive from one node to 

other node and are not required to act as repeaters or regenerators. Unlike 

the star network, the functionality of the central node may be distributed.  
As in the conventional star network, individual nodes may be isolated from the network in case of  

failure, if a link connecting a leaf fails, that leaf is isolated. If a connection to a non-leaf node fails, an entire 

section of the network becomes isolated from the rest.  
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 Wired Transmission Media 

 
 Twisted Pair:  

 A cable composed of two small-insulated conductors twisted together without a common covering.  

Also known as copper pair. The wires are twisted around each other to minimize interference from  

other twisted pairs in the cable. Twisted pairs have less bandwidth than coaxial cable or optical  

fiber.  
 

 
 Coaxial Cables:  

 
A cable consisting of two concentric conductors (an inner conductor and an outer conductor)  

insulated from each other by a dielectric; commonly used for the transmission of high-speed 

electronic data and/or video signals. A single transmission cable having a concentric conductor and 

shielding; used for communications transmission, such as for television signals.  

 
 Coaxial cable is used as a transmission line for radio frequency signals, in applications such as  

connecting radio transmitters and receivers with their antennas, computer network (Internet)  

connections, and distributing cable television signals.  
 

 
 Optical Fiber:  

 
  A flexible optically transparent fiber, usually made of glass or plastic, through which light can be  

transmitted by successive internal reflections.  

  An optical fiber is made up of the core, (carries the light pulses), the cladding (reflects the light  

pulses back into the core) and the buffer coating (protects the core and cladding from moisture,  

damage, etc.). Together, all of this creates a fiber optic, which can carry up to 10 million messages at 

any time using light pulses.  
 

 
 Ethernet Cables:  

 
  Ethernet is used to connect computers in a company or home network as well as to connect a single  

computer to a cable modem or DSL modem for Internet access.  

 
 Wireless Technologies: 

 A variety of technologies to communicate without wires, namely radio transmissions. Wireless media  

allow the propagation of electromagnetic waves. The transmission/reception of electromagnetic waves 

requires the use of some wireless link (also called radio link, due to the fact that radio  

broadcast was one the first commercial wireless communication system in use), such as terrestrial 

microwave links, satellite links, etc.  
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 Blue tooth:  

Bluetooth is an open wireless technology standard for exchanging data over short 

distances (using short length radio waves) from fixed and mobile devices, creating 

personal area networks (PANs) with high levels of security. Using radio waves, Bluetooth 

transmits through walls and other non-metal barriers. Bluetooth is also used in many other 

applications, including wireless keyboards, mice and game controllers.  

 
 Infra Red Technologies: 

 IR wireless is the use of wireless technology in devices or systems that convey data 

through infrared (IR) radiation.  

 Infrared is electromagnetic energy at a wavelength or wavelengths 

somewhat longer than those of red light. IR wireless is used for short- and 

medium-range communications and control.  

 IR wireless technology is used in intrusion detectors; home-

entertainment control units; robot control systems; cordless microphones, 

headsets, modems, and printers and other peripherals.  

 IR wireless cannot pass through walls. Therefore, IR communications or 

control is generally not possible between different rooms in a house, or between 

different houses in a neighborhood.  

 Microwave Link:  

A microwave link is a communications system that uses a beam of radio waves in the 

microwave frequency range to transmit video, audio, or data between two locations, which 

can be from just a few feet or meters to several miles or kilometers apart.  

Microwave links are commonly used by television broadcasters to transmit programmes 

across a country, for instance, or from an outside broadcast back to a studio.  

 Satellite Link:  

A satellite link is a communications subsystem that involves a link between a transmitting 

earth station and a receiving earth station via a communications satellite.  

 Communications satellite 

It is an artificial satellite used to allow telecommunications, as by reflecting or relaying a 

radio signal.  

 Radio Link: 

A radio system used to provide a communication or control channel between two specific 

points.  

 

 Network Security:  

 Network security consists of the provisions made in an underlying computer network 

infrastructure, policies adopted by the network administrator to protect the network and the 

network-accessible resources from unauthorized access. 
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HOTS (HIGHER ORDER THINKING SKILLS) on Networking and open standard 
1. Knowledge supplement Organization has set up a new center an Manglore              [6] 

for its office and web based activities. It has four buildings as shown in diagram  
below 

 
        Alpha                Gamma 
 
 
         
 
       
 
                        Beta                           Lamda 
 
 
 
Center to Center distances between various buildings  No of Computers 
Alpha to Beta 50 m 

Beta to Gamma 150 m 

Gamma to Lamda 25 m 

Alpha  to Lamda 170 m  

Beta to Lamda 125 m 

Alpha to Gamma 90 m 

a) Suggest the cable layout for connections between the buildings 

b) Suggest the placement of the following devices with justification 

i. Repeater  ii. Hub/ Switch 

c) The organization is planning to link its front office situated in the city in a hilly region where cable 
connection is not feasible, suggest an economic way to connect it with reasonably high speed ? 

 
Ans: 

(a) The most suitable place to house the server of this organization would be building Gamma, as 
this building contains the maximum number of computers, thus decreasing the cabling cost for 
most of the computers as well as increasing the efficiency of the maximum computers in the 
network Distance between alpha to gamma and beta to gamma is large so there repeater will 
require and hub is necessary for all premises because it is used in local networking. 

(b)  
 

           Alpha   Repeater               Gamma 
                  Hub      Hub 
 
 

 
           Beta          Lamda 
 
           Hub             Hub 
 
 

(c) The most economic way to connect it with a reasonable high speed would be to use radio wave 
transmission, as they are easy to install, can travel long distances, and penetrate buildings 
easily, so they are widely used for communication, both indoors and outdoors. Radio waves 

Alpha 25 

Beta 50 

Gamma 125 

Lambda 10 
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also have the advantage of being omni directional, which is they can travel in all the directions 
from the source, so that the transmitter and receiver do not have to be carefully aligned 
physically. 

 
(2) Software Development Company has set up its new center at Jaipur for its office and web based 
activities. It has 4 blocks of buildings as shown in the diagram below: 
 
             Block A                       Block C 
 
 
 
 
 

           Block B           Block D 
 

 
Center to center distances between various blocks 
Block A to Block B 50 m 

Block B to Block C 150 m 

Block C to Block D 25 m 

Block A to Block D 170 m  

Block B to Block D 125 m 

Block A to Block C 90 m 

 
e1) Suggest a cable layout of connections between the blocks. 
e2) Suggest the most suitable place (i.e. block) to house the server of this 
company with a suitable reason. 
e3) Suggest the placement of the following devices with justification 

(i) Repeater 
(ii) Hub/Switch 

e4) the company is planning to link its front office situated in thecity in a hilly region where cable 
connection is not feasible, suggestan economic way to connect it with reasonably high speed? 
 
 
        Block A                  Block C 
 
 
 
 
                          
                                     Block B          Block D 
 
      Layout 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Block A 25 

Block B 50 

Block C 125 

Block D 10 
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       Block A      Block C 
 
 
 
 
       Block B         Block D 
 
      Layout 2 
 
(e2) The most suitable place / block to house the server of this organization would be Block C,as this  

block contains the maximum number of computers, thus decreasing the cabling cost for most of the  
computers as well as increasing the efficiency of the maximum computers in the network. 

 
(e3) 

(i) For Layout 1, since the cabling distance between Blocks A and C, and that between B and C are 
quite large, so a repeater each would ideally be needed along their path to avoid loss of signals 
during the course of data flow in these routes. 
 
For layout 2, since the distance between Blocks A and C is large so a repeater would ideally be 
placed in between this path. 

 
(ii) In both the layouts, a hub/switch each would be needed in all the blocks, to Interconnect the  

group of cables from the different computers in each block. 
 
(e4)  The most economical way to connect it with a reasonable high speed would be to use radiowave  

transmission, as they are easy to install, can travel long distances, and penetrate buildings easily, so 
they are widely used for communication, both indoors and outdoors. Radiowaves also have the 
advantage of being omni directional, which is they can travel in all the directions from the source, so 
that the transmitter and receiver do not have to be carefully aligned physically. 
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FREE AND OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE 
 Free Software: It means software is freely accessible, free to use, changed, improved, copied, and 

distributed without any payments.  

 
Four kinds of freedom  

 Freedom to run the program for any purpose  

 Freedom to redistribute copies.  
 Freedom to study how the program works  

 Freedom to improve the program and release your improvements to the public.  
 

 
 Open Source Software: 

 
Definition: The categories of software / programs whose Licenses do not impose many conditions.  

Features:  

 Freedom to run and use the software  

 Modify the program  

 Redistribute copies of either original or modified program (without paying royalties to previous  

developers).  

It can be freely used for modifications, but it does not have to be free of charge. Its source code is  

available.  

 Criteria for the distribution of open source software 

 Free distribution  

 Source code  

 Derived works  
 Integrity of the Author's Source code  

 No discrimination against fields of endeavor.  

 Distribution of License  

 License must not be specific to a product  
 License must not restrict other software  

 FOSS (free and open software): 

 Free software- no payments  

 Open source software- for technical progress  

 OSS and FLOSS 

   OSS- Source code is available  

(Open source modified and redistributed software) free of cost or with nominal charge.  
 FLOSS- (free libre and open source software)  

 
 FSF (free software foundation) 

 Founded by Richard Stallman in 1985 to support GNU project.  

 Non-profit organization created for the purpose of supporting free software movement  
 GNU (free and open source) 

 Objective: To create a system compatible to UNIX but not identical with it.  
 Now it offers a wide range of software, including applications apart from operating  

 system.  

 Proprietary software (neither open nor freely available) 
 Definition- Its use is regulated and further distribution and modification is either forbidden  
or requires special permission by the supplier. Source code is not available.  
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 Freeware 

 Free of cost  

 Copying and further distribution but not modification.  

 Source code is not available  
 E.g. MS IE  

Shareware 

 Right to redistribute copies  

 After a certain period of time license fee should be paid.  
 Source code is not available.  

 Modifications are not possible.  

 Objective- to increase user's will to pay for the software. Limits functionality after a trial  

 period of 1-3 months.  

 Some Softwares 

 
 LINUX 

 Linux: - free and open source software.  

 It can be downloaded from www.linux.org  

 Linux is a part of popular web server program LAMP (Linux, apache, MySql, PHP).  

 Mozilla 

 Freeware  

 No source code available  
 Free internet software  

It can be downloaded from www.mozilla.org  

 Apache Server 

 The most common web server (or HTTP server) software on the Internet.  

 Apache is designed as a set of modules, enabling administrators to choose which features 

they wish to use and making it easy to add features to meet specific needs including handling 

protocols other than the web-standard HTTP.  

 Apache HTTP server is an open source web server.  
 It is component of LAMP.  

  

 Threats to network security: It may be of following types:  

 Snooping: It refers to unauthorized access to someone else's data, email or computer 

activity.  

 Eavesdropping: It refers to unauthorized listening / intercepting someone else's 

private communication / data/ information. 

 Denial-of-services attacks:  

 
DoS are those attacks that prevent the legal users of System from accessing or using the resources,  

information or capabilities of the system. It may be of following types:  

 Denial of Access to Information: Such attacks cause deletion or changing of important 

information to non readable format.  

 Denial of Access to Applications: Such attacks make the applications unusable or 

unavailable for legal user of the system.  
 Denial of Access to Communications: Such attacks includes cutting of communication wire, 

jamming radio communications, flooding a system with junk mail.  
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 Standards: Standards refers to an established set of rules or requirements which are approved by 

recognized body or widely used across various software platforms. For ex.: PDF (Portable 

documents format) is a technical standard widely used by the industry.  

 

 Proprietary Standards and Open Standards.  
 

 Proprietary standards are those for which users have to buy license to use them. For e.g. MS 

Office format .doc, .ppt, .xls etc  

 Open Standards are internationally accepted technical standards that guarantee that data can be 

exchanged across platforms and for any applications. Open is feely open to all.  

 Advantages of Open Standards: 

 Making the data accessible to all.  

 It ensures data is application and platform independence.  

 Diversity and Interoperability in the Industry i.e. it enables business and people to go for any 

technology of their choice as per their needs and budget.  

E.g.: ASCII Characters, HTML file, Joint Photographic Expert Group, Portable Network Graphic etc.  

 Ogg Vorbis:  
  It is a new audio compression which is open format developed by Xiph.org. It is roughly  

comparable to mp3, mpeg-4 formats and is completely free, open and unpatented. Hence it 

imposes no restrictions on its usage, types of usage, distributions, redistribution etc.  

 Indian Language Computing: 

Indian Language computing refers to ability to interact in diverse Indian language on 

electronic system.  

 

 

 How to represent character in Memory? 

 ASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange is widely used alphanumeric code in most 

microcomputers and minicomputers and in many mainframes. It is 7 bit code hence it can  

represent standard 27 =128 characters.  

 ISCII:  Indian Standard Code for Information Interchange (ISCII) is an eight bit code capable of coding 

256 characters. It retains all ASCII characters and also offers coding for Indian Scripts. Thus it is also 

called as Indian Script code for Information Interchange.  

 Transliteration: 
 When we type Indian Language words phonetically in English script and tool will automatically  
convert them into corresponding language words called as transliteration.  

 Unicode 
 Unicode provides a unique number for every character, no mater what the platforms, no matter \ 

what the program, no matter what the language. Unicode can represent 94140 characters.  

Unicode standard has incorporated Indian Scripts under the group named Asian scripts. Indian  

scripts included as Devnagari, Bengali, Gurumukhi, Gujarati, Oriya, Tamil, Telgu, kannada, and  

Malayalam.  
 Fonts: 

 A Font refers to a set of displayable text characters called glyphs, having specific style and  

size. There are two categories of font: True Type Font and Open Type Font.  

 True Type Font: It is developed by Apple and licensed to Microsoft. It is 8 bit font which is  
compatible with Microsoft Windows and MAC OS.  

 Open Type Font: It is the extension of the True Type Font Format which is 16 bits font and  

support 65536 characters (Unicode characters).  

 Indian Language Text Entry: 
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 Many Tools / software have been developed to facilitate the typing of Indian Language text.  

There are two types text entries:  

 Phonetic Text Entry: Words typed as per their pronunciation in English script and later on  
converted to Corresponding (Hindi/Gujarati) language work is known  as phonetic text entry.  

 Key map based text entry: When you type text from a keyboard having key mapping of  

Indian language characters, is known as key map based text entry. 
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COMUTER NETWORKING 

Very Short Answer Questions [ 1- marks]  

1. Define a network.  

Ans : A computer network is a system in which computers are connected to share information and     
             resources.  

 

2. Write two advantages of networks.  

Ans. : Advantages: I. Data or information can be shared among the users.  

ii. Fast communication can be achieved.  

iii. Expensive hardware or software can be shared among the users.  

 

3. Write two disadvantages of networks.  

Ans:  Disadvantages of networks:  

i. Sophisticated Hardware and software technology is required.  

ii. Expensive to install network.  

iii. Threat to security of data and information.  

 

4. What is communication channel? Name the basic types of communication channels available.  

Ans. Communication channels mean the connecting cables that link various workstations.  

There are 3 basic types of cables:  

Twisted Pair cables  

Coaxial cables  

Fiber-optic cables  

 

5. What is MAC Address?  

Ans: In computer networking, a Media Access Control address (MAC address) is a unique identifier  

assigned to most network adapters or network interface cards (NICs) by the manufacturer for 

identification, and used in the Media Access Control protocol sub-layer.  

 

6. What is IP address?  

Ans. A unique number consisting of 4 parts separated by dots, e.g.  192.168.1.1 

Every machine that is on the Internet has a unique IP number - if a machine does not have an IP 

number, it is not really on the Internet.  

 

7. What is domain name? How is it alternatively known?  

Ans. The unique name that identifies an Internet site. Domain Names always have 2 or more parts,  

separated by dots. The part on the left is the most specific, and the part on the right is the most  

general. E.g.: kvsangathanectlt.com  
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8. What are the various types of networks?  

Ans. Network can be classified on the basis of their size, complexity and geographical spread. On the  

basis of geographical spread it can be classified as Local Area Network, Metropolitan Area  

Network and Wide Area Network.  

9. What is the difference between MAN and WAN?  

Ans. : A metropolitan area network (MAN) is a large computer network that usually spans a city or a  

large campus.  

WAN is a network that covers an area larger than a single building or campus such as across the  

cities or countries.  

 

10. What is meant by Topology? Name some popular topologies.  

Ans.: Network topology is defined as the interconnection of the various elements (links, nodes,  

etc.) of a computer network. In computer networking, topology refers to the layout of connected 

devices.  

Bus topology  
 Star topology  

 Ring topology  

 Tree topology  

 Mesh topology  

 

11. What are the factors that must be considered before making a choice for the topology?  

Ans : Cost of Expenses required for implementation of network, Reliability of a particular topology  

and flexibility of system for future adjustment; are the various factors that must be considered  

before making a choice for the topology. 

 

12. What are the similarities and differences between bus and tree topologies?  

Ans: In bus topology each machine is connected to a single cable. Each computer or server is  

connected to the single bus cable through some kind of connector.  

Tree topology is a network with the shape of an inverted tree in which a single link between two  

nodes.  

 

13. What are the limitations of star topology?  

Ans:      i. Central node dependency: In this topology central node is a controller of  

the network. If the central node fails, the entire network will be failed.  
 
ii. Difficult to expand: The addition of a new node to a network involves a connection all the way to 

the central node.  

14. When do you think, ring topology becomes the best choice for a network?  

Ans:       In case if we need less connection of wires, very fast communication speed; a ring topology   

              becomes the best choice for a network. This is because optical fiber offers the possibility of very  

              high seed transmissions in one direction.  
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15. Write the two advantages and two disadvantages of star topology in network.  

i. The star topology is considered the easiest topology to design and implement.  
ii. An advantage of the star topology is the simplicity of adding additional nodes.  

 

16. Write the disadvantages if twisted pair cables.  

Ans :     i. A twisted pair cable is incapable carrying a signal over long distances without the use of repeaters.  

ii. Its low bandwidth capabilities are unsuitable for broadband applications.  
iii. Its supports maximum data rates 1mbps without conditioning and 10 mbps with  

  conditioning.  

 

17. Define Hub.  

Ans : The central connecting device in a computer network is known as a hub. When data packets arrives at  

          hub, it broadcast them to all the LAN cards in a network and the destined recipient picks them and all    

           other computers discard the data packets.  

 

18. Define switch.  

Ans:      A Switch is a device that is used to segment networks into different sub networks called  
subnets or LAN segments. Segmenting the network into smaller subnets, prevents traffic  
overloading in a network 

 

Short Answer Questions [2 marks]  

1. What are the goals of network?  

Ans:   Goals of network: 

 Resource sharing: The aim to make all programs, data and peripherals available to  
anyone on the network irrespective of the physical location of the resources and the  

users.  
 Reliability: A file can have copies on two or more machines, so if one of them is  

unavailable due to hardware or software crash, the other copies could be used. E.g.:  

Railway reservation, Airways reservation etc.  
 Cost Factor: Personal computers have better price / performance ratio as the important  

data are stored on file server machine available for sharing.  
 

 Communication Medium: Using a network, it is possible for managers, working far  
apart, to prepare financial report of the company. The changes at one end can be  
immediately noticed at another and hence it speeds up co-operation among them.  

 

2. Write the applications of network?  

Ans : Application of networks: 

1. Sharing Computer peripherals among the connected users.  

2. Sharing Data or information among the connected users.  

3. Access to remote database: User can access to remote database sitting at his home to make  

    reservation for airplanes, trains hotels and so on anywhere in the world with instant  
    confirmation.  

4. Communication facilities: Using Network, user can share text, images, digitized voice or  

    movie to any users anywhere in the world.  
5. Cost deduction: Using Computer Network communication system, amount required for  

    travelling of user or data from one location to another can be reduced to very less and also saves  
    energy for the same.  
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3. What do you understand by domain name resolution?  

Ans  Domain Name Resolution is the task of converting domain names to their corresponding IP  

address. This is all done behind the scenes and is rarely noticed by the user. When you enter a  

domain name in an application that uses the Internet, the application will issue a command to have 

the operating system convert the domain name into its IP address, and then connect to that  

IP address to perform whatever operation it is trying to do. 

4. What are communication channels? Discuss various channels available for networks?  

Ans : Communication channels mean the connecting cables that link various workstations. There are  

    3 basic types of cables:  
Twisted Pair cables  
Coaxial cables  
Fiber-optic cables  

Coaxial Cables: A cable consisting of two concentric conductors (an inner conductor and an outer  

conductor) insulated from each other by a dielectric; commonly used for the transmission of high-  

speed electronic data and/or video signals.  
 
Fiber Optic Cables: It is flexible optically transparent fiber, usually made of glass or plastic, through 

which light can be transmitted by successive internal reflections.  
 
Twisted Pair: A cable composed of two small insulated conductors twisted together without a 

common covering. Also known as copper pair. Twisted pairs have less bandwidth than coaxial cable 

or optical fiber.  

 

 

5. Advantages and disadvantages of the followings :  

i. Optical fiber 
ii. Coaxial Cables 
iii. Twisted Pair Cables 

 iv Radio Wave 
v Microwave 
vi Satellites 

 

Advantages and disadvantages of the followings:  

Ans  (i): Optic fiber:  

Advantage: i. It is free from electrical noise and interference  

ii.It has more bandwidth than copper wire.  

Disadvantage: It is an expensive communication medium.  

Ans (ii) Coaxial cables: 

Advantage : i. It provides a cheap means of transporting multi-channel  

television signals around metropolitan areas.  

Disadvantage: Expensive than twisted pair cables.  

Ans (iii) Twisted pair cables: 
 

 
Advantage:    It is inexpensive.  
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It is easy to install and maintain.  

Disadvantage: It has low bandwidth capabilities.  

It is unsuitable for broadband connection.  

Ans (iv) Radio Wave: A data transmission by use of radio frequencies is called as radio-wave  

transmission.  

Advantages:     i. Radio waves transmission offers mobility.  

  ii. It proves as cheaper communication system.  

  iii. It offers ease communication over difficult terrain.  
Disadvantages: i. It is an insecure communication system.  

ii. Radio Signals are susceptible to weather condition like thunder  
storms, rains etc.  

 

 
Ans  (v): A microwave communication system is a communications system that uses a beam of radio  

waves in the microwave frequency range to transmit video, audio, or data between two locations, 

which can be from just a few feet or meters to several miles or kilometers apart. Microwave links  

are commonly used by television broadcasters to transmit programmes across a country, or from an 

outside broadcast back to a studio.  
 

 
Advantage:            i. It is cheaper communication system  

     ii. . It offers ease communication over difficult terrain.  
     iii. It offers ease communication over oceans.  

Disadvantage:         i. It is an insecure communication system.  
 ii. Radio Signals are susceptible to weather condition like thunder storms, rains etc.  

 iii. Signals from single antenna may split up and propagate in slightly different path  

     and hence reduces the signal strength.  

 

6. Explain mostly used topologies.  

Ans : Star topology is widely use due to following reasons:  

i. The star topology is considered the easiest topology to design and implement.  

ii. An advantage of the star topology is the simplicity of adding additional nodes.  

 

7. What are hubs? What are its types?  

Ans : A hub is hardware device used to connect several computers together. It is of two types Active  

or passive Hubs. Active hub is one which amplifies the signal as it moves from one connected  

device to another. Passive hub allows the signal to pass from one computer to another computer  

without any change. 

 

8. What is the role of a switch in a network?  

Ans : A Switch is a device that is used to segment networks into different sub networks called subnets  

or LAN segments. Segmenting the network into smaller subnets, prevents traffic overloading in a 

network. A switch is responsible for filtering i.e. transforming data in a specific way and for 

forwarding packets (a piece of message) between LAN segments. Switch support any packet  

protocol. LANs that are segmented through switches are called switched LANs 
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9. Discuss repeater.  

Ans.: Repeater is a device used in data communication to strengthen a signal as it is passed along  

the network cable. There are two types of Repeater:  
 
Amplifier: It amplifies all incoming signals as well as concurrent noise.  

Repeater: It regenerates the packet as if it is starting from the source station.  

10. What are common threats to network security?  

Ans : The various threats to network security are as follows:  

1. Intrusion Problems / Access Attacks: This occurs when an unauthorized user attempts to  

protected sensitive / confidential information. It may be of following types:  

a. Snooping: It refers to unauthorized access to someone else's data, email or  

computer activity.  
b. Eavesdropping: It refers to unauthorized listening / intercepting someone else's  
private communication / data/ information.  

2.  Denial-of-services attacks: DoS are those attacks that prevent the legal users of  

System from accessing or using the resources, information or capabilities of the system.  
It may be of following types :  

a. Denial of Access to Information: Such attacks causes deletion or changing 

of  important information to non readable format.  

b. Denial of Access to Applications: Such attacks makes the applications 

unusable  or unavailable for legal user of the system.  

   c. Denial of Access to Communications:Such attacks includes cutting of  

    communication wire, jamming radio communications, flooding a system with junk  

    mail.  

 

11. How can you prevent/ counter threats of network security?  

Ans : Threats of network security can be prevented by using various techniques:  

i. Authorization: In this case User is asked to enter an authorized login-id. If user is able to  
                       provide legal login-id then he/she is considered as authorized user.  

ii. Authentication: In this case User is asked to enter a legal password. If user is able to provide  

                                legal password then he/she is considered as authenticate user.  
iii. Firewall : Firewall is a mechanism to prevent unauthorized internet user to access private         

                     network connected to internet.  

iv. Intrusion Detection: This is a monitoring system which detects unauthorized access of data or  

               resources of the network.  
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UNIT II 

PROGRAMMING 
 

KEY TERMS 
 

Important Terms & Definitions 
 

 Integrated Development Environment (IDE): It is a software tool to help programmer toedit, 
compile, interpret and debug the program in the same environment. i.e Eclipse,NetBeans, VB etc. 

 JVM: Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is a program which behaves as interpreter and translatesbyte 
code into machine language as they go called just in time compilation. 

 

 RAD: Rapid Application Development is software programming technique that allows 
quickdevelopment of software application. 

 

 Source Code: The core program or text which is written in a language like C,C++ or Java iscalled 
source code. 

 

 Object Code: The program which only is understood by the computer in the form of machine 
instructions or binary instructions called object code. In Java JVM is used to generate object code 
in the form of byte code. 

 

  Byte code: A byte code is long instruction that the Java compiler generates and Java interpreter 
executes. When the compiler compiles a .java file, it produces a series of bytecodes and stores 
them in a .class file. The Java interpreter (JVM) can execute the byte codesstored in the .class file. 

 

 GUI: A graphical user interface (GUI) presents a pictorial interface to a program. GUI allowsthe 
user to spend less time trying to remember which keystroke sequences do what andspend more 
time using the program in a productive manner. 

 

 Token:  
The smallest individual unit in a program is known as Token. Java has the following types of 
tokens: keyword, Identifier, literal, punctuators and operators.  

Keywords   
 Keywords are words that have a specific predefined meaning in Java. They cannot be 
used as variable names. They are also known as reserve words. Eg. void, private, if, while 
etc.  
Literals:  
Items having fixed data values are referred to as Literals. They are also known as 
Constants. Various types of literals available in Java are :  

 integer iterals  
 Floating literals  
 Boolean literals  
 Character literals  
 String literals  
 Null literals  

Variable:  
Variable is a named storage location in computer memory whose contents can change 
during a program run.  
The characteristics of a variable are: 

(i) It has a name. 
(ii) It is capable of storing values. 
(iii) It provides temporary storage. 
(iv) It is capable of changing its value during program execution. 
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 Operators: Operators are special symbols that perform specific operations on one, two, orthree 
operands, and then return a result. 

 
Operators   Precedence 
postfix   expr++ expr 
unary   ++exprexpr+exprexpr~ ! 
multiplicative  * / % 
additive   +  - 
shift   <<>>>>> 
relational  <><= >= instanceof 
equality   == != 
bitwise AND   & 
bitwise exclusive  OR ^ 
bitwise inclusive  OR | 
logical   AND && 
logical   OR || 
ternary   ? : 
assignment  = += =*= /= %= &= ^= |= <<= >>= >>>= 
 

 

 Data type states the way the values of that type are stored, and the range for that type. 

 
 
 

 Primitive Data Types: 
 

The Java programming language is statically typed, which means that all variables must first be 
declared before they can be used. 

 
A primitive type is predefined by the language and is named by a reserved keyword. The eight 
primitive data types supported by the Java programming language are: 
 
 byte: The byte data type is an 8bit signed two's complement integer. It has a minimum value of 

128and a maximum value of 127 (inclusive). 
 short: The short data type is a 16bit signed two's complement integer. It has a minimum value 

of 32,768and a maximum value of 32,767 (inclusive). 
 int: The int data type is a 32bitsigned two's complement integer. It has a minimum value 

of2,147,483,648and a maximum value of 2,147,483,647 (inclusive). 
 long: The long data type is a 64bitsigned two's complement integer. It has a minimum value of 

9,223,372,036,854,775,808and a maximum value of 9,223,372,036,854,775,807(inclusive). 
 float: The float data type is a singleprecision32bitIEEE 754 floating point. 
 double: The double data type is a doubleprecision64bitIEEE 754 floating point. 
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 boolean: The boolean data type has only two possible values: true and false. Use this data 
typefor simple flags that track true/false conditions. 

 char: The char data type is a single 16bitUnicode character. It has a minimum value of'\u0000' 
(or 0) and a maximum value of '\uffff ' (or 65,535 inclusive). 

 

 Reference Data Types : These are constructed by using primitive data types, as per user need. 
Reference data types, as per user need. Reference data types store the memory address of an 
object. Class, store the memory address of an object.  

 
Class, Interface and Array are the example of Interface Reference Data types. 

 

 OOP: Object Oriented Programming, emphasis on objects and the interaction betweenobjects. An 
object is a selfcontainedentity that describes not only certain data but theprocedures to manipulate 
that data. 
 

 Components of Object Oriented Programming are as follows: 
1. Class 
2. Object 
3. Data Members & Methods 
4. Access Specifier and Visibility Modes 

 

 Class: A class in OOP is a template for objects. In other words, a class is a specification of thedata 
and the functions to be encapsulated with data. 

 

 Object: Objects in the real world can be represented by objects in the program. Each 
objectcontains data and code to manipulate data. 

 

 
 Constructors: A class contains constructors that are invoked to create objects from the class 

blueprint. Constructor declarations look like method declarations—except that they use the name of 
the class and have no return type. 

 

 Control Flow Statements: The statements inside your source files are generally executedfrom top 
to bottom, in the order that they appear. Control flow statements, however, breakup the flow of 
execution by employing decision making, looping, and branching, enablingyour program to 
conditionally execute particular blocks of code. 
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1. Selection: 

(i) Simple if:  
The syntax of if statement is as shown below: 
Syntax: 
if (conditional expression) 
{ 
Statement Block; 
} 

(ii) if-else 
The syntax of if-else statement is as shown below: 
Syntax: 
if (conditional expression) 
{ 
Statement Block; 
} 
else 
{ 
Statement Block; 
} 

 
(iii) if else ladder 

These control structures are used to test for multiple conditions as against the simple if 
statement which can be used to test a single condition. The syntax of nested if else is as 
follows: 
 
Syntax: 
if (conditional expression1) 
{ 
statements1; 
} 
else if (conditional expression2) 
{ 
statements2; 
} 
else if (conditional expression3) 
{ 
statements3; 
} 
else 
{ 
statements4;} 

return 

continue 

break 

do while 

while 

for 

switch 

If-else 

Simple if 

Selection Jump 

Control Statements 
 

Sequence Looping 
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(iv) Switch: 

The syntax of theswitch statement is as follows: 
switch (Variable/Expression) 
{ 
case Value1:statements1 ; 
break ; 
case Value2:statements2 ; 
break ; 
default:statements3 ; 
} 
 

2. Looping: 
(i) The syntax of the for loop is: 

Syntax 
for( initialization; test exp; increment/decrement exp) 
{ 
statements; 
} 

 
(ii)The syntax of the while loop is as follows: 

Syntax 
while(test expression) 
{ 
loop body 
} 
 

(iii) The syntax of the loop is as follows: 
Syntax : 
do 
{ 
loop body 
}while (test expression); 

 
3. Jump: 

(i) break : The break is used to break from an enclosing do,whilefor,or switch statement. 
Syntax: 
break; 
(ii) continue:The continue statement stops the execution of the current iteration and causes control 
to begin with next iteration. 
Syntax: 
continue; 
 
(iii) return : Return is used to return value from the method 
Syntax: 
Return <value>; 
 

 Commonly available Swing Controls in Java 
 
jFrame: A Frame is a container control, in which all the controls can be place.  
 
jLabel: JLable allows placing un-editable text on the Frame/Panel  
 
jTextField: JTextFiled allows placing editable text on the Frame/Pane. User can enter text in a  
textFiled during runtime.  
 
jbutton: is used to initiate an action when it is clicked.  
 
jList: is a group of values or items from which one or more selections can be made.  
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jComboBox: jComboBox is similar to jList but also allow to enter editable text during run time. It  
is a combination of jTextFiled and jList.  
 
jPanel: Act like a frame, to group one or more controls.  
 
jRadioButton: Allow us to choose a single item from a group of jRadioButton options.  
 
jCheckBox: Allow us to choose one or more items from a group of jCheckBox options.  
 
jPasswordField: Allow us to enter a text during the run time but shows an encrypted text instead  
of the original text  
 
jTextArea: JTextArea is a multi-line text component to enter or edit text.  
 
Focus: The control under execution is said to have the focus. The control having the focus  
obtains input form the user.  
 
getText(): getText() method is used to obtain the text from a jTextFiled during the run time.  
 
setText(): setText() method is used to set or change the text of a jTextFiled during run time.  

 

 Access Control of  Inherited members :  
 

Access specifier tells a complier about the usability of a data member of a class in a java program. Java 
supports three types of access specifier: 

   
Public, Private ,Protected, default and private protected. 

 

 Public:  
A Class member with public access specifier is usable outside the class. i.e. it can be used in any 
class in the program.  

 Protected   
A class member with protected access specifier can be inherited by a child class but is not usable 
outside the parent class.  

 Private:  
 

Private members of a class can just be utilized inside the class and are hidden outside  the class 
i.e. a private member cannot be used in any other class other than the class in which it is declared.  

 Default: These members are accessible only in the class that are in the same package class ie  in 
their own classes. 

 Private Protected: These members are accessible only from subclasses whether in the same 
package or in the other package. 
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Inheritance 
 

Concepts Basic Concepts and Important Terms 
 

 Inheritance: Inheritance is the capability of one class to inherit properties from an existingclass. 
Inheritance supports reusability of code and is able to simulate the transitive nature ofreal life 
objects. 

 

 
 Derived/Sub and Base/Super classes 

A class from which another class is inheriting its properties is called base class  
The classinheritingproperties isknow as a sub class or derived class. 
 

 

 
 

 Need of Inheritance: Inheritance helps in two ways:  
(i) Code Reusability: Inheritance helps in adding new features to a class 

without modifying it. A pre-existing class can be directly be reused in a new 
class.  

(ii) Helps in expressing relationship among classes  
 

 Types of Inheritance: 
 

1. Single ( 1:1) : When a class inherits from a single base class. 
 

 
2. Hierarchical (1:M) : When several classes inherit from the same class. 
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3. Multilevel (1:1:1) : When a subclass is the base class of another class. 

 
 
4. Multiple Inheritance: when a class inherit from the several base class. 

 
 

 Method overriding: If Base class has a method with same signature as in sub class the method of 
subclass overshadows the method of base class , it is called Method overriding. 

 

 Method Overloading: Two methods with same name but different signatures are there in the same 
scope of program. 

 

 Abstract Class: The class that is used as only base class, no object of this class is used in the 
program. 
 

 Interfaces : An interface defines a set of protocol. It declares a set of abstract methodsi.e. methods 
with an empty body. 

 

 Dialog Type: 
There are four built in dialog styles: 

 
1) OptionPane.showMessageDialog()  : displays the message dialog 

 
2) OptionPane.showInputDialog() : displays the input dialog 

 
3) OptionPane showConfirmDialog(): displays the confirm dialog 

 
4) OptionPane showOptionDialog() : displays the option dialog 

 

 Example: 
1. String name=JOptionPane.showInputDialog(“Enter Name”); 

 
2. String a=JOptionPane.showInputDialog(“Enter age”); 
      
    Int  ag = Integer.parseInt(a); 

 
3. JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,”Eligible for vote”,”Title of the   
    window”,JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE); 

 
4. do 
{ . 
  .   
  int  res = JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog(null,”Want to add More ??”); 

     . 
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. 
}while(res==JOptionPane.YES_OPTION); 
if(res==JOptionPane.NO_OPTION); 
{…………. 
} 

 Commonly available functions in Math class in Java  are:  
 

sin()  Returns the trigonometric sine of an angle. 
sin(double a) 

cos()  Returns the trigonometric cosine of an angle. 
cos(double a) 

log()  Returns the natural logarithm (base) of a double value. 
log(double a) 

pow() This function returns you the number raised to the power of a 
first given value by another one. 

pow(double a, double b) 
sqrt()  Returns a double value that is the square root of the parameter. 

math.sqrt(100) 
abs()  Returns the absolute value of a number. Whereas the number can be int, float, double or 

long. 
math.abs(100) 

ceil()  Returns the next whole number up that is an integer. 
math.ceil(1.1) 

 
 
floor()  Returns the largest (closest to positive infinity) double value that 

is not greater than the argument and is equal to a mathematical integer. 
math.floor(99.1) 

max()  Returns the maximum value from the two given value. 
math.max(1,10) 

 
min()  Returns the minimum value from the two given value. 

math.min(1,1) 
round()  Rounds to the nearest integer. So, if the value is more than half way towards the higher 

integer, the value is rounded up to the next integer. 
math.round(1.01) 

random() Returns a random number between 0.0 and 1.0 
math.random()*100 
 

 Commonly available functions in String class in Java are: 
concat() : Converts the uppercase character into the lowercase    character and returns 

converted lowercase character. 
 
length() : Count and return the number of characters contained in the string object. 
 
substring() : Return a part or substring of the String used to invoke the method.The first 

argument represents the starting location of the substring. 
toLowerCase() : Converts the uppercase character into the uppercase character and returns 

converted lowercase character. 
toUpperCase() : Converts the lowercase characterinto the uppercase character and returns 

converted uppercase character. 
 
trim() :  Returns a String after removing extra speces from any leading or trailing part of 

the string. 
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 Swing Control Methods and Properties: These are the Swing Controls available with NetBeans IDe 
and their concern methods and properties are given below. 

 

Swing Controls Methods Properties 

jButton • getText()   
• setText()   
 

Background 
• Enabled 
• Font 
• Foreground 
• Text 
• Label 

jLabel • getText() Background 
Enabled 
Font 
Foreground 
Text 

jTextField • getText() 
• isEditable() 
• isEnabled() 
• setText() 

• Background 
• Editable 
• Enabled 
• Font 
• Foreground 
• Text 

jRadioButton • getText() 
• setText() 
• isSelected() 
• setSelected() 

• Background 
• Button Group 
• Enabled 
• Font 
• Foreground 
• Label 
• Selected 

jCheckBox • getText() 
• setText() 
• isSelected() 
• setSelected() 

• Button Group 
• Font 
• Foreground 
• Label 
• Selected 
• Text 

jButtonGroup  • Add 

jComboBox •getSelectedItem() 
•getSelectedIndex() 
• setModel() 

• Background 
• ButtonGroup 
• Editable 
• Enabled 
• Font 
• Foreground 
• Model 
•SelectedIndex 
• SelectedItem 
• Text 

jList • getSelectedValue() • Background 
• Enabled 
• Font 
• Foreground 
• Model 
• SelectedIndex 
• SelectedItem 
• SelectionMode 
• Text 

jTable • addRow() 
• getModel() 

• model 

JoptionPane • showMessageDialog() • getRowCount() 
• removeRow() 
• addRow() 
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Database Connectivity to MySQL 
 

 The two components essential to establish the database connectivity are enumerated below : 
 
 The JDBC API - software used to provide RDBMS access and execute SQL 

statements within java code. 
 

 The JDBC Driver for MySQL - software component enabling a java application to interact with 
a MySQL database. 
 

 
 

 Classes used for Database Connectivity 
 

 Driver Manager Class 
 Connection Class 
 Statement Class 
 Resultset Class 

 

 Preriquisites for connecting to MySQL from JavaMySQL provides connectivity for client 
applications developed in the Java Programming languagevia a JDBC driver known as MySQL 
Connector/J 

 

 Connection: 
A connection is the session between the application program and the database. To do anythingwith 
database, one must have a connection object. 

 

 Connecting to MySQL from Java : 
 

 Steps for Creating Database Connectivity Application 
 

There are mainly six steps : 
 
Step1 : Import the Packages Required for Database Programming. 
Step2 : Register the JDBC Driver 
Step3 : Open a Connection 
Step4 : Execute a Query 
Step5 : Extract Data from Result set 
Step6 : Clean up the Environment 

 

 Now to connect to a database, you need to know database’s complete URL, the user’s Id and 
password 

 
Example: 
 
jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/cbse", "root", "abcd1234" 
 
In the above command: 

jdbc:mysql : is the Database Driver Connection 
3306  : is the Default Port no on which MySQL runs 
cbse  : is the Database Name 
root  : is the User Name 
abcd1234 : is the Password 
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Resultset Methods 
A result set (represented by a ResultSet object) refers to a logical set records that are fetched 
fromthe database by executing a query and made available to the application –program.  

 
There are various resultset methods such as:_ 
 

 next() :  moves the cursor forward on row. 

 first() :  moves the cursor to the first row in the ResultSet Object. 

 Last() :  moves the cursor to the last row in the ResultSet object. 

 relative(in rows) :moves the cursor relative to its current position. 

 Absolute(intrno) :positions the cursor on the rnothrow of the ResultSet object. 

 getRow :  Retrieves the current row number the cursor is pointing at. 
That is if cursor is at first row the getRow() will return 1. 

 
Data Connectivity Application : To Display the Details in java Stored in contacts  
try 
{ 

Class.forName("java.sql.DriverManager"); 
Connection con = (Connection)DriverManager.getConnection 
("dbc:mysql://localhost:3306/cbse", "root","abcd1234"); 
Statement stmt = (Statement) con.createStatement(); 
String query="SELECT * FROM Contact”; 
ResultSetrs=stmt.executeQuery(query); 
while(rs.next()) 
// Till there are records in the result set 
{ 
String mobile = rs.getString("Mobile"); 
String email = rs.getString("Email"); 
jTextField2.setText(mobile); 
jTextField3.setText(email); 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"Click OK to continue!!!"); 

} 
DATABASE CONNECTIVITY 
} 
catch (Exception e) 
{ 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this, e.getMessage()); 
} 
} 
} 
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Some Important Questions with Answers 
 
 

Very Short answers types questions: 
 
1. Write command to display a message dialog to display prompt as “Hello World” , title as “My dialog” and 
icon as question icon.   
Ans: JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,”HelloWorld”,”My dialog”, ); 
 
2. Name the different list type controls offered by Java Swing.  
Ans: (i) jListBox 
(ii) jComboBox 
  
3. Name any two commonly used method of ListBox.       
Ans: getSelectedIndex() and getSelectedValue() 
 
 
4. Write code to add an element (“New Course”) to a list (SubList) at the beginning of the list.  
Ans: SubList.add(0,”New Course”); 
 
5. Describe the three common controls. Also give some of their properties. 
Ans:  
(i) jButton text,icon 
(ii)jLabel text,border 
(iii) jTextField text,font 
 
6. By default a combo box does not offer editing feature.How would you make a combo box editable. 
Ans: By setting its editable property to false. 
 
7. Write the expression to print the value of a variable "x" of type int in a label. 
Ans: jLabel1.setText(“”+x); 
 
8 What will be the contents of jTextField after executing the following statement?     

 jTextField.setText( ‘B’  + ‘a’ )     
Ans:  

 
9. In JDBC coding, what methods would be opted to move to last record of the recordsetrecSet?   
Ans: recSet.last(); 
 
10.Write Name the component classes of Swing API for the following components- 

(a)  frame (b)  button 
Ans: (a) JFrame  (b) JButton 
 
 
11.  What is the name of event listener interface for action events ? 
Ans: ActionPerformed 
 
12. What does getpassword() on a password field return ?    
Ans: a character array  
 
13. Name the inheritance type which is not supported by JAVA.  
Ans: multiple inheritance 
 
14. What will be the value of jTextField1 after execution of following code :   1 
      jTextField1.setText(“Informatics”.subString(1,5)); 
Ans: nform 
 
15. Name the character set supported by Java. 
Ans: Unicode. 
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16. The statement i++; is equivalent to 
Ans :i=i+1 
 
17. Which method is used when we simply want to retrieve data from a table without modifying the contents 
of the table. 
Ans: executeQuery() 
 
18. Which method is used to instantiate a statement object using the connection object 
Ans: createStatement() 
 
19. Name the 4 essential class libraries that we need to import for setting up the connection with the 
database and retrieve data from the database. 
Ans: DriverManager, Connection, Statement, ResultSet 
 

Short answers type questions: 
 
1.Write a java program to calculate the sum of all the no. divisible by 5 in the range 1 to 50.   
Ans: int sum=0; 
for(int i=1;i<=50;++i) 
{ 
if(i%5==0) 
sum=sum+i; 
} 
jLabel1.setText(“”+sum); 
 
2. What do you mean by infinite loop. Write one program that has infinite loop  
Ans: A loop that nevers terminates is called infinite loop 
for(;;)  
{ 
} 
 
3. Define method prototype. In java where the methods resides in. 
Ans : The header statement of method including return type , method name, and argument list is called 
method prototype. In java method resides in class. 
 
4. Write method in java that takes a number returns the sum of its digits. 
Ans :intsumdig(int n) 
{  int sum=0; 
while(n!=0) 
       { 
int r=n%10; 
         n=n/10; 
sum=sum+r; 
} 
return sum; 
} 
 
5. What is the difference between a text field and a password field when both obtain text from user 
Ans: A TextField shows simple text and a passwordField shows encrypted text. 
 
6. Write the purpose of the following statements: 
           i)  int n=Integer.parseInt(“1254”); 

ii) jButton1.doClick( ); 
Ans: (i) This statement convert the string “1254” into integer 1254 
         (ii) Programmatically perform a click. 
 
7. What is event driven programming? 
Ans:This programming style responds to the user events and is driven by the occurrence of user events. 
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8. What are containers? Give examples. 
Ans: Containers are those controls inside them e.g., frame (JFrame), Panel (JPanel), label (JLabel) 
etc. are containers. 
 
 
9. What is an identifier? 
Ans:Identifiers are fundamental building block of a program and are used as the general terminology for the 
names given to different parts of the program viz. variables, objects, classes,functions, arrays etc. 
 
10. What is casting? When do we need it? 
Ans:Casting is a conversion, which uses the cast operator to specify the type name in parenthesis and is 
placed in front of the value to be converted.  
For example: Result = (float) total / count ; 
They are helpful in situations where we temporarily need to treat a value as another type. 
 
11. What is the purpose of break statement in a loop? 
Ans:In a loop, the break statement terminates the loop when it gets executed. 
 
12. How is the if…else if combination more general than a switch statement? 
Ans:The switch statement must be by a single integer control variable, and each case section must 
correspond to a single constant value for the variable. The if…else if combination allows any kind of 
condition after each if. 
 
13. What is a container component? 
Ans:A container is a special type of component that can hold other components.Some Swing Containers 
are jPanel, jFrame, jApplet, jWindow, jDialog and jInternalFrame. The components contained in a container 
are called child component. 
 
14. How are protected members different from public and private members of a class? 
Ans: Protected members can be directly accessed by all the classes in the same package, as that of the 
class in which the member is and sub classes of other package. Whereas private members can not be 
accessed outside the class, even in subclasses of the class and public members can be directly accessed 
by all other classes. 
 
15.Define an abstract class and abstract method. 
Ans: An Abstract Class is the one that simply represents a concept and whose objects can’t be created. It is 
created through the use of keyword abstract.  
Abstract methods are methods with no method statements. Subclasses must provide the method 
statements for the inherited abstract methods e.g. in the following code class. 

16. Difference between an entry control loop and an exit control loop.  

Entry Control Loop      Exit Control Lop  

It first checks or evaluates the terminating  It first evaluates the loop body and then  

condition and then executes the loop body.   checks the terminating condition. If the  

condition is found true the loop continues  

otherwise the loop stops.  

In case if the condition is false in first time   In case if the condition is false in first time  

only then the loop will not get execute even only  then the loop will still get execute at-  

once.   least once.  
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17. Difference between while and do while loop  
 while Loop                                               

While Loop is a entry control loop  
int x= 100;  
while (x> 0)  
{ 

System.out.println(x);  
x= x- 10;  

} 
do while Loop  

Do while is a exit control loop  
int x= 100;  
do  
{ 
System.out.println(x);  
x= x- 10;  
} 
while (x> 0) ; 
 

18. What is the difference between an abstract class and an interface? 

Ans:  
Abstract class defines few or none of the methods, but interface defines all the methods..  

Abstract classes should have subclasses else that will be useless.  

Interfaces must have implementations by other classes else that will be useless  

Only an interface can extend another interface, but any class can extend an abstract class..  

All variable in interfaces are final by default  
 

19. Differentiate between JDBC and ODBC?  

Ans: JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) is developed by Sun Java for the purpose of connecting java  
applications with a variety of relation database systems like MySQL or Oracle.  
On the other hand, ODBC (open database connectivity) is a system developed by Microsoft to connect 
Microsoft based programming application (like visual basic) with a variety of relation databases.  

20. What are the main tasks of JDBC?  

Ans: Mainly JDBC perform the following:  

a) Establishes a connection with a relation database  

b) Sends SQL queries/ statements to the database  

c) Process the results obtained from the database server.  
 
21. What is the difference between private, protected and public access specifers?  
Ans: Private (or class-private) restricts the access to the class itself. Only methods that are part of the  

same class can access private members.  
Protected (or class-protected) allows the class itself and all its subclasses to access the member.  
Public means that any code can access the member by its name.   
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OutPut  Finding Questions: 

1 Write the output :            

(i) System.out.printl(“Hello”.charAt(3)); 
(ii) System.out.printl(“Good morning”.substring(5)); 

Ans:  

(i) l 

(ii)  morning 

2. Write the output of the following code : 

 int x , y = 0; 
 for(x=1;x<=5;++x) 
 y = x++;     
 --y ; 
Ans: 7   4 
3. Find the output of the code:         2 

 int f=1,i=2; 
 do 

{  f*=i; 
 }while(++i<5); 
 System.out.println(f); 
Ans: 24 

4. What would the following code do :        
Connection , statement created 
String str=”select * from emp”; 
Resultsetrs= stmt.executeQuery(str); 
rs.last(); 
int r= rs.getRow(); 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,””+r); 
 

Ans : if emp table has 5 records it will display 5 

5.  What will be the output of the following code segment: 

String firstName = "Johua "; 
String lastName = "Yacomo"; 
String fullName = firstName + lastName; 
jTextField1.setText("Full Name: "); 
jTextField2.setText (fullName); 
Ans: Full Name : 
JohuaYacomo 
 

6. What will be the value of j and k after execution of the following code: 
int j=10,k=12; 
if(k>=j) 
{k=j; 
J=k; 
} 
Ans: 10    10 

7.  How many times, the following loop gets executed? 
i=0; 
while (i> 20) 
{ 
//Statements 

} 
Ans: 0 times 
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8. How many times, the following loop gets executed? 
i=0; 
do 
{ 
//Statements 
}while (i> 20); 
 
Ans: 1 time 
 

9. What will be the contents of jTextield1 and jTextField2 after executing the following statement: 

StringBuffer s= new StringBuffer(“Common Wealth”); 
int c=s.capacity(); 
s.insert(0,’E’); 
s.reverse(); 
jTextField1.setText(“”+c); 
jTextField2.setText(s.toString()); 
Ans: 

29 

htlaeWnommoCE 

10. What will be the contents of jTextield after executing the following statement: 

int num=4; 
num=num+1; 
if(num>5) 

jTextField1.setText(Integer.toString(num)); 
else 

jTextField1.setText(Integer.toString(num*4)); 
 
Ans : 7 

11. Find the output of the following code: 

int First = 7; 
int Second = 73; 
First++; 
if (First+Second> 90) 
jlabel1.setText("value is 90 "); 
else 
jlabel1.setText("value is not 90 "); 
Ans :value is not 90 
 
 
12. Find the output 
int Number1 = 7,Number2=8; 
int Second = 73; 
if (Number1>0 || Number2>5) 
if (Number1>7) 
jTextField1.setText("Code Worked"); 
else 
jTextField1.setText("Code MightWork"); 
else 
jTextField1.setText("Code will not Work"); 
Ans :Code MightWork 
 
13. How many times will the following loop get executed? 
x = 5; 
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y = 36; 
while ( x <= y) 
{ 
x+=6; 
} 
Ans: 6 
 
 
14. What will be the content of the jTextArea1 after executing the following code? 
Int Num = 1; 
do 
{ 
jTextArea1.setText(Integer.toString(++Num) + "\n"); 
Num = Num + 1; 
}while(Num<=10) 
Ans: 10 
 
15. What will be the contents of jTextfield1 and jTextfield2 after executing the following code: 2 

String  s=”KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA GUNA” 
jtextfield1.setText(s.length()+”  “); 
jtextfield2.setText(Math.round(2.34)+“”); 

Ans  : 23   2 
16. What will be the value of s after executing the following code? 
double  i,sum=2 
for(i=3;i<8;++i) 
            {    if(i%4= =0) 
                 {     break; 
sum=Math.pow(sum,i); 
                  } 
else 
sum+=i/2; 
             } 
Ans: 150.0625 
 
17. What will be the content of jTextField1 and jTextField2 after executing the following code: 
       String st=”New to Information Technology”; 

jTextField1.setText(st.replace(“Technology”,”Practices”); 
jTextField2.setText(st.substring(7)); 

Ans: New to Information Practices 
Information Technology 
18. Predict the output for tan & tan1 if sac equals 7?         

 int tan = 0, tan1 = 4 ;  
 if ( sac == 2 ) 
 {  tan = 4 ; tan1 = 0;  }  

else if (sac == 8) 
{ tan = 0 ; tan1 = 4; }  
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( null , “ tan = “ + tan +” , tan1 = “ + tan1 ) ;  

Ans: tan = 0      tan1=4 

 
 
19. Give the output for the following code fragment:       

 v = 20 ; 
 do 
 {  
 JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( null , v + “  ” ) ;  
 } while ( v< 50 ) ;  
 JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( null , “ Bye “ ) ; 

Ans: Infinite loop 
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20. Give the value of x after executing following Java code. Also find how many times the 
following loop will execute? :  
 
int a=10; 
int b=12; 
int x=5; 
int y=6; 
while  (a<=b) 
{    if (a%2= =0) 
           x=x + y; 
else 
            x=x-y; 
      a=a+1; 
   } 
Ans:11 
 
21. What will be the output produced by following code fragment? (1) 

flaot x=9; 
float y=5; 
int z=(int)(x/y); 
switch(z) 
{ 
case1:x=x+2; 
case2: x=x+3; 
default:x =x+1; 
} 
System.out.println(“value of x:”+x); 
 
Ans: 15 
 
22.  Predict the output of the following code fragments:    
int i,j,n; 
n=0;i=1; 
do 
{ n++; i++; 
} 
while(i<=5); 
Ans: 5 
 

23. What will be the output of the following program code when the user will press JButton:   
 Public class svm 

{ int a; 
svm(int p) 
{ a=p;  } 
void assign(int no) 
{ a=no;  } 
intdisp() 
{  return a; } 

 } 
private void jButton1ActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEventevt)  
{ 
 svm os=new svm(15); 
 System.out.println(“          “ + os.disp()); 
 os.assign(35); 
 System.out.println(“          “ + os.disp()); 
} 
 
 
Ans: 15            35 
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24. What will be the contents of jTextField1 and jTextField2 after executing the following code: 

String s = “Sun Micro Systems”; 
jTextField1.setText(s.length()+””); 
jTextField2.setText(s.toLowerCase()); 
Ans:  
jTextField1 : 17 
jTextField2 : sun micro systems 
 

25. What values will be assigned to the variable ua ,ub, uc and fail after execution of the  following program 
segment:         

int i=0,ua=0,ub=0,uc=0,fail=0; 
while(i<=5) { 
switch ( i++ )  
{ 

  case  1 :++ua; 
  case  2 : ++ub; uc++;break; 
  case  3 : 
  case  4 : ++uc; ua++;ub++;break; 
  default : ++fail; 

} 
Ans: ua=1  ub=1  uc=0 

 
26. Predict an output of the following code fragments:      
  int i = 1,    j = 0,   n = 0; 
  while(i<4) { 
  for(j=1;j<= i ; j++) 
   {      n+= 1;  
    i = i+1; 
   } 
   System.out.println(n); 

} 
Ans : 6 
 
27. Give the output of the following code:    
int m=100; 
while(m>0) 
{ 
if (m<10) 
break; 
m=m-10; 
} 
System.out.println(“m is “+m); 
Ans: 0 
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Errors finding questions: 

1. The following code has some errors. Rewrite the corrected code .    

int i=2,j=5; 

while j>i 

{   jTextField1.getText(“j is greater”); 

j--; ++i; 

}JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(“Hello”); 

      Ans: 

int i=2,j=5; 

while( j>i) 

{   jTextField1.getText(“j is greater”); 

j--; ++i; 

}JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(“Hello”); 

2. Identify the errors :         2 

switch(ch) 

{ case ‘a’   : 

 case ‘A’ : 

 case ‘e’ : 

 case ‘E’ : 

 case ‘i’ : 

 case ‘i’ : 

 case ‘u’ : 

 case ‘U’ : ++vowels; 

  break; 

 default : ++others; 

        Ans: two case constants doesn’t have the same value 

3. int i,j=5;            
i==j+5; 
if(i=j) 
   { 
jTextField1.setText(“i and j are unequal”); 
jTextField2.setText(“they are not equal”); break; 
    } 
else jTextField1.setText(“i and j are equal”); 

      Ans: 
int i,j=5;            
i=j+5; 
if(i==j) 
   { 
jTextField1.setText(“i and j are unequal”); 
jTextField2.setText(“they are not equal”); break; 
    } 
else jTextField1.setText(“i and j are equal”); 
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4. Rewrite the code after making correction . Underline the corrections 
int sum;value;inct; 

int i; 

for(i==0;i<=10;i++) 

sum=sum+i; 

inct++; 

       Ans :  
int sum,value,inct; 
int i; 
for(i=0;i<=10;i++) 
sum=sum+i; 
inct++; 

 

5 The following code has some error(s). Rewrite the correct code underlining all the corrections made. 
int y=3;  
switch(y); 
{  case 1: System.out.print(“Yes its One”); 
case>2: System.out.println(“Yes its more than Two”); 
break; 
case else: System.out.print(“Invalid Number): 
 
Ans: 
int y=3;  
switch(y) 
{  case 1: System.out.print(“Yes its One”); 
  break; 
case 2: System.out.println(“Yes its more than Two”); 
break; 
default:System.out.print(“Invalid Number): 
} 
 
6.  The following has some error(s).Rewrite the correct code underlining all the corrections made:  
     
Int i,j=5; 
i==j+5; 
if(i=j) 
{  

jtextfield1.setText(“I and j are unequal”); 
jtextfield1.setText(“I and j are not equal”);breaks; 

} 
else 
 jtextfield1.setText(“I and j are equal”) 
Ans: 

int i,j=5; 
i=j+5; 
if(i==j) 
{  

jTextField1.setText(“I and j are unequal”); 
  } 

else 
  jTextField1.setText(“I and j are equal”) 
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int n= Integer parseInt(Jlabel1.getText); 

Ans: int x=0; 

        int n= Integer parseInt(JLabel1.getText()); 
 
 
8. Find out errors if any:        

M=1; 
N=0; 
For(;m+n<19;++n) 
System.out.println(“hello”); 
M=m+10; 
 

Ans:         
m=1; 
n=0; 
for(;m+n<19;++n) 
System.out.println(“hello”); 
m=m+10; 

 
9. The following code has some error(s). Rewrite the correct code underlining all the corrections made. 

int y=6,p;  
do 
{ y=3.14*y; 
           p=y%10; 
if p=2 
System.out.print(“Two”); 
while(y>1) 

Ans: 
int y=6,p;  
do 
{ y=3.14*y; 
    p=y%10; 
if (p==2) 
System.out.print(“Two”); 
}while(y>1); 

 

  

7. Rewrite the following Java code after underling the corrections made.                              

int x = = 0; 
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Rewrite questions: 
  
1.     Rewrite the following program code using a for loop:      

int i,sum=0; 

while(i<10) 

{ sum +=i; 

   i+=2; 

} 

Ans:     int i,sum=0; 

for(i=0;i<10;i+=2) 

{ sum +=i; 

} 

2. Rewrite the following code using while loop :       

inti,j; 

for(i=1;i<=4;i++) 

{ for(j=1;j<=i;++j) 

 { System.out.print(j); 

}          

System.out.println(); 

} 

    Ans:  

int i=1,j; 

while(i<=4) 

{   j=1; 

while(j<=i) 

{ System.out.print(j); 

++j; 

}     i++;     

System.out.println(); 

} 

3. Write a equivalent while loop for the following code:      

intsz=25; 

for(int i=0,sum=0;i<sz;i++) 

sum+=i; 

System.out.println(sum); 

Ans:           int sz=25; 

                  int i=0,sum=0; 

while(i<sz) 

{ sum+=i; 

i++;} 

System.out.println(sum); 
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4. Rewrite the following if-else segment using switch-case statement     
char ch='A'; 
if(ch=='A') 
System.out.println("Account"); 
if((ch=='C') || (ch=='G')) 
System.out.println("Admin"); 
if(ch=='F') 
System.out.println("Advisor"); 

Ans:          char ch='A'; 
switch(ch) 
{ 
    case ‘A':  

System.out.println("Account"); 
break; 

case 'C': 
case 'G’: 

System.out.println("Admin"); 
break; 

case 'F': 
System.out.println("Advisor"); 

                } 
 

5. Rewrite the following code using while loop:        
int i,j;  
for(i=1,j=2;i<=6;i++,j+=2) 
System.out.println(i++); 
System.out.println(“Finished!!!”); 

    Ans:           inti=1,j=2;  
                      while(i<=6) 
                      {System.out.println(i++); 

    i++; 
    j+=2;} 
    System.out.println(“Finished!!!”); 

 
6. Rewrite the following code using for loop. 

int  i=0;  
while(++i<20) 
 {   if( i==8) 

break; 
System.out.println(i++); 

 } 
Ans:      int i; 

for(i=1;i<20;++i) 
              {   if( i==8) 

break; 
System.out.println(i++); 
              } 
 

7. Rewrite the code using switch statement:     
    

  If(k==1) 
   Day=”Monday”; 
  elseif(k==2) 
   Day=”Tuesday”; 
  elseif(k==3) 
   Day=”Wednesday”; 
  else 

  Day=”-”; 
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       Ans: 
              switch(k) 

{ 
case 1: Day=”Monday”; 
break; 
case 2: Day=”Tuesday”; 
break; 
case 3: Day=”Wednesday”; 
break; 
default: Day=””; 
} 

 

8. Write the equivalent switch case for the following code :                                       

If  (num1 = =1 ) 
jTextField1.setText(“Number is one”); 
else If  (num1 = =2 ) 
jTextField1.setText(“Number is two”); 
else  If  (num1 = =3 ) 
jTextField1.setText(“Number is three”); 
else 
jTextField1.setText(“Number is more than three”); 

Ans:  

 Switch(num1) 
{ 
Case 1 : 
jTextField1.setText(“Number is one”); 
break; 
case 2 : 
jTextField1.setText(“Number is two”); 
break; 
case 3 : 
jTextField1.setText(“Number is three”); 
break; 
default: 
jTextField1.setText(“Number is more than three”); 
} 

 
9.  Given the following code fragment :      

If(a==0) 
System.out.println(“zero”); 
If(a==1) 
System.out.println(“one”); 
If(a==2) 
System.out.println(“two”); 
If(a==3) 
System.out.println(“three”); 
 

Write an alternative code (Using if) that saves on number of comparsons 

Ans:  

if(a==0) 
System.out.println(“zero”); 

     else if(a==1) 
System.out.println(“one”); 
else if(a==2) 
System.out.println(“two”); 
else if(a==3) 
System.out.println(“three”); 
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10. Rewrite the following code fragment using switch :       
  if(ch = = ‘E’) 
   east++; 
  if(ch = = ‘W’) 
   west++; 
  if(ch = = ‘N’) 
   north++; 
  if(ch = = ‘S’) 
   south++; 
                          else 
  jOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, “unknown”); 
Ans: 

Switch(ch) 
{ 
 
Case  ‘E’: 
east++; 
break; 
case  ‘W’: 
west++; 
break; 
case ‘N’: 
north++; 
break; 
case  ‘S’: 
south++; 
break; 
default : 
jOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, “unknown”); 
}  

 
11   Rewrite the following code using for loop:        
 int  i = 0; 
  while(++i <20) 
      { 
   if(i = = 8) 
   break; 
   System.out.println(++i); 
     } 
 
 
 
Ans: 
  for(int  i = 0;++i <20;) 
      { 
   if(i = = 8) 
   break; 
   System.out.println(++i); 
     } 
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Design : 

1. Design an application for Theatre Booking system. And answers the following questions : 

 

(a) When the user select different seat type, then its price should be displayed in the Label.  
(b) If the user enters an invalid no of seats i.e. less than I, then an error message should be displayed in 

the dialog box. 
( c) When the user click at the Book Seats button , then total amount (calculated as no. of seats x price per 

seat) should be displayed along with payment method, next to the push button. 
(c) Price per seat depend upon the seat type : 

Stall  625/- 
Circle  750/- 
Upper Circle 850/- 
Box  1000/-  

 
Ans: 

(a) if(jRadioButton1.isSelected()==true) 
jLabel2.setText(“625”); 
if(jRadioButton2.isSelected()==true) 
jLabel2.setText(“750”); 
if(jRadioButton3.isSelected()==true) 
jLabel2.setText(“850”); 
if(jRadioButton4.isSelected()==true) 
jLabel2.setText(“1000”); 

(b) int s=Integer.parseInt(jTextField1.getText()); 
if(s<1) 
JOptionPAne.showMessageDialog(null,”Error”); 

(c)  int s=Integer.parseInt(jTextField1.getText()); 
int p=Integer.parseInt(jLabel2.getText()); 
int tp=s*p; 
if(jRadioButton5.isSelected()==true) 
jLabel5.setText(“Cash Payment of “ +tp); 
if(jRadioButton6.isSelected()==true) 
jLabel5.setText(“Visa Payment of “ +tp); 
if(jRadioButton7.isSelected()==true) 
jLabel5.setText(“American Exress Payment of “ +tp); 
if(jRadioButton8.isSelected()==true) 
jLabel5.setText(“Master Card Payment of “ +tp); 
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2. Write a java program that lets you create an address book in a table. The details to be   
            added in Address Book are : SNo,Name, Email Id, Phone. 

 

Ans: 

DefaultTableModel tm= (DefaultTableModel) jTabel1.getModel(); 

int sno= Integer.parseInt(jTextField1.getText()); 
String name = jTextField2.getText(); 
String email = jTextField3.getText(); 
long ph= Integer.parseInt(jTextField4.getText()); 
Object nr[]={sno,name,email,ph}; 
tm.addRow(nr); 
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3. Design the following application and answer the questions that follow :  

 
 

(a) Write the code for the Clear button to clear all the textfields and checkbox. Set the default choice in the 
radio button as Fixed Deposit. 

(b) Write the code for the calculate button to calculate compound interest and amount and display the 
values in the txtInterest and txtAmount depending on principal, rate and time. 
Rate is calculated based on the time according to the following table: 

Account Time Rate 

Fixed Deposit <= 1 10% 

>1 and <=5 12% 

>5 15% 

Recurring Deposit <= 2 11% 

>2 and <=7 12% 

>7 15% 

 
An additional rate of 2% is given to the senior citizens i.e. if the chkSR checkbox is   checked. 
Ans: 

(a) jTextField1.setText(“”); 
jTextField2.setText(“”); 

            jTextField3.setText(“”); 
            jRadioButton1.setSelected(true); 
            jCheckBox1.setSelected(false); 

(b) int p= Integer.parseInt(jTextField1.getText()); 
int t= Integer.parseInt(jTextField2.getText()); 
if(jRadioButton1.isSelected()==true ) 
{ 
    if(t<=2) 
      r=11; 
   else if(t>2 && t<=7) 
       r=12; 
else 
   r=15; 
} 
else 
{ 
    if(t<=1) 
      r=10; 
   else if(t>1 && t<=5) 
       r=12; 
else 
   r=15; 
} 
 
float ci= p*Math.pow((1+(r/100)),t); 
float amt= p+ci; 
txtInterest.setText(“”+ci); 
txtAmount.setText(“”+amt); 
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4. Answers the following questions: 

 

The grading criteria for the two streams is given below : 

Stream Percentage Grade 

Medical >=80 

60-80 

<60 

A 

B 

C 

Non-Medical >=75 

50-75 

<50 

A 

B 

C 

 (a) Write code for Calculate Percentage button to calculate the Percentage after finding the total marks of I           
term and II term . Also ensure that NCC cadet gets an increment of  3% in their percentages. 
(b) Write code for Calculate grade button to calculate the grade depending upon on the   
     stream selected according to the given criteria. 
Ans: 
(a)        float f= Integer.parseInt(jTextField1.getText()); 

float s= Integer.parseInt(jTextField2.getText()); 
float tot = f+s; 
float p= tot/2; 
if(jCheckBox1.isSelected()==true) 
     p=p+3; 
jLabelp.setText(“”+p); 
 

( b) String g; 
if(jRadioButton1.isSelected()==true) 
{ 
   if(p>=80) 
      g=”A”; 
else if(p>=60 &p<80) 
      g=”B”; 
else 
   g=”C”; 
} 
else 
{    if(p>=75) 
      g=”A”; 
else if(p>=50 &p<75) 
      g=”B”; 
else 
   g=”C”;} 
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jLabelp.setText(“”+p); 
jLabelg.setText(“”+g); 
 

5. Mr. Madhav works in a construction company. To calculate total wages he has developed the following 
GUI in NetBeans.  

 
Male and female labours  are respectively paid Rs. 150/- per day and  Rs. 170/- per day. Skilled labourers 
are paid extra at the rate of Rs. 100/- day. Male and female labourers from rural areas are paid 10% less 
per day. 

(a) When Calculate Wage button is clicked, the total wages is calculated as per the given criteria and 
displayed in total wage text box. 

(b) When Clear button is clicked, all the text boxes should be cleared and radio button, check box should 
be deselected. 

(c) Close the application when Quit button is pressed.        
 
Ans: 
(a) int d =Integer.parseInt(jTextField2.setText()); 

int w; 
if(jRadioButton1.isSelected()==true) 
    w=150; 
else 
   w=170; 
if(jCheckBox1.isSelected()==true) 
    w=w+100; 
if(jRadioButton3.isSelected()==true) 
    w=w-(w*10)/100; 
int cw=d*w; 
jLabel6.setText(“”+cw); 
    

(b)  jTextField1.setText(“”); 

      jTextField2.setText(“”); 
      jRadioButton1.setSelected(false); 
        jRadioButton2.setSelected(false); 

  jRadioButton3.setSelected(false); 
               jRadioButton4.setSelected(false); 
               jCheckBox.setSelected(flase); 
(c)        System.exit(0); 
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6. Mr. JigneshDesai  an owner of Alpha Chemicals PVT ltd has asked his programmer Sweta to 
develop the following GUI application in Netbeans: 

 
 

 
 

Service Charges Rates are as follows : 

Class of City Rate of Service Charges 

i 10% of sales price 

ii 15% of sales price 

iii 20% of sales price 

 
 
Write java code for the following: 
(a)To calculate service charges depending on the selection of radio button.  This code will execute after 
click on the calculate service charges? 
(b)To calculate net price when Calculate Net price button will be clicked.   
(c)When  exit button will be clicked application should be automatically closed.  

 

Ans:  

(a) float q=Float.parseFloat(jTextField2.getText()); 

 float p=Float.parseFloat(jTextField3.getText()); 

float sp=q*p; 

jLabelsp.setText(“”+sp); 

float sc; 

if(jRadioButton1.isSelected()==true) 

      sc=(10*sp)/100; 

      else if(jRadioButton2.isSelected()==true) 

           sc=(15*sp)/100; 

else 

      sc=(20*sp)/100; 

jLabelsc.setText(“”+sc); 

(b) float sp=Float.parseFloat(jLabelsp.getText()); 

float sc=Float.parseFloat(jLabelsc.getText()); 

       float np=sp+sc; 

      jLabelnp.setText(“”+np); 

(c) System.exit(0); 
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7. Assume the following interface built using Netbeans used for bill calculation of a ice-cream  

parlor. The parlor offers three verities of ice-cream - vanilla, strawberry, chocolate. Vanilla ice- cream 

costs Rs. 30, Strawberry Rs. 35 and Chocolate Rs. 50. A customer can chose one or  

more ice-creams, with quantities more than one for each of the variety chosen. To calculate the  

bill parlor manager selects the appropriate check boxes according to the verities of ice-cream  

chosen by the customer and enter their respective quantities.  

 

Write Java code for the following:  

a. On the click event of the button 'Bill', the application finds and displays the total bill of the  

customer. It first displays the rate of various ice-creams in the respective text fields. If a  

user doesn't select a check box, the respective ice-cream rate must become zero. The bill  

is calculated by multiplying the various quantities with their respective rate and later  

adding them all.  

b. On the Click event of the clear button all the text fields and the check boxes get cleared.  

c. On the click event of the close button the application gets closed.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ans:  (a) private void jBtnCalculateMouseClicked(java.awt.event.MouseEvent evt)  

{ 

if(jchkStrawberry.isSelected()==true)  

jTxtPriceStrawberry.setText("35");  

else  

{ 

jTxtPriceStrawberry.setText("0");  

jTxtQtyStrawberry.setText("0");  

} 

if(jChkChocolate.isSelected()==true)  

jTxtPriceChocolate.setText("50");  

else  

{ 

jTxtPriceChocolate.setText("0");  

jTxtQtyChocolate.setText("0");  

} 

if(jChkVinella.isSelected()==true)  

jtxtPriceVinella.setText("30");  

else  

{  

jtxtPriceVinella.setText("0");  

jTxtQtyVinella.setText("0"); } 
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int r1,r2,r3,q1,q2,q3,a1,a2,a3,gt;  

r1=Integer.parseInt(jTxtPriceStrawberry.getText());  

r2=Integer.parseInt(jTxtPriceChocolate.getText());  

r3=Integer.parseInt(jtxtPriceVinella.getText());  

q1=Integer.parseInt(jTxtQtyStrawberry.getText());  

q2=Integer.parseInt(jTxtQtyChocolate.getText());  

q3=Integer.parseInt(jTxtQtyVinella.getText());  

a1=r1*q1;  

jTxtAmtStrawberry.setText(""+a1);  

a2=r2*q2;  

jTxtAmtChocolate.setText(""+a2);  

a3=r3*q3;  

jTxtAmtVinella.setText(""+a3);  

gt=a1+a2+a3;  

jTxtTotalAmt.setText(""+gt);  

} 

(a) private void jBtnClearActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt)  

{ 

jTxtPriceStrawberry.setText(""); 

jTxtPriceChocolate.setText("");  

jtxtPriceVinella.setText("");  

jTxtQtyStrawberry.setText("");  

jTxtQtyChocolate.setText("");  

jTxtQtyVinella.setText("");  

jTxtAmtStrawberry.setText("");  

jTxtAmtChocolate.setText("");  

jTxtAmtVinella.setText("");  

jchkStrawberry.setSelected(false); 

jChkChocolate.setSelected(false);  

jChkVinella.setSelected(false);  

} 

 

(c ) private void jBtncloseActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt)  

{ 

System.exit(0);  

} 

 

 

8. ABC School uses the following interface built in java to check the eligibility of a student for a  

particular stream from science, commerce and humanities. The user first enters the total  

percentage and selects the desired stream by selecting the appropriate option button. An  

additional 5% is marks is given to students of NCC.  

 

Write Java Code for the following  

a. On Action event of the button 'Calc Percentage' Net percentage of the student is calculated and 

displayed in the appropriate text filed. Net percentage is same as that of the actual percentage if the 

student doesn't opts for NCC otherwise 5% is added to actual percentage.  

b. On Action event of the button 'Result', the application checks the eligibility of the students. And   

display result in the appropriate text field. Minimum percentage for science is 70, 60 for commerce and 

40 for humanities.  
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c. On the Click event of the clear button all the text fields and the check boxes get cleared. d. On the 

click event of the close button the application gets closed.  
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ans: private void jBtnClearActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt)  

{ 

jTextField1.setText(" ") OR jTextField1.setText(null)  

jTextField1.setText(" ") OR jTextField1.setText(null)  

jTextField1.setText(" ") OR jTextField1.setText(null) 

jTextField1.setText(" ") OR jTextField1.setText(null)  

jCheckbox1.setSelected(false);  
 
 

} 

private void jBtnCalcPerActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt)  

{ 

int p;  

p=Integer.parseInt(jTextField2.getText());  

if (jCheckBox1.isSelected())  

p=p+5;  

jTextField3.setText(Integer.toString(p));  

} 

private void jBtnResultActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt)  

{ 

int p;  

p=Integer.parseInt(jTextField3.getText());  

if( jRadioButton1.isSelected())  

{ 

if ( p>=70)  

jTextField4.setText("Eligible for all subject");  

else  

jTextfield4.setText("Not Eligible for science");  

} 

 
else if( jRadioButton2.isSelected())  
{ 

if ( p>=60 )  

jTextField4.setText("Eligible for Commerce and Humanities");  

else  

jTextfield4.setText("Not Eligible for Science and Commerce");  

} 
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else  

{ 

if ( p>=40 )  

jTextField4.setText("Eligible for Humanities");  

else  

jTextfield4.setText("Not Eligible for any subject ");  

} 
 
 

} 

private void jBtnCloseActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt)  

{ 

System.exit(0);  

} 
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9. 

   

 

Ans: 
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HTML 
Short Answer Type Questions:- 

 

 

1. Write as HTML code line to set the background image as CLOUDS.GIF.  

Ans. <BODY BACKGROUND = "CLOUDS.GIF"> 

 

2. Write an HTML code line to set the BGCOLOR as YELLOW.  

Ans. <BODY BGCOLOR="#FFF00"> 

 

3. Write the HTML codes to set the BGCOLOR as PURPLE and a text "I am in Class XII-A" as BLUE.  

Ans. <BODY BGCOLOR = "PURPLE" TEXT ="BLUE"> I am in Class XII-A </BODY> 

 

4. Write the HTML codes to set the BGCOLOR as LIME, header 1 <H1> text "Text Example with size  

and color" as BLUE, text font size as 30 and color="RED".  

Ans. <BODY BGCOLOR = "YELLOW" TEXT ="BLUE"> 

 <FONT SIZE = "30" COLOR="RED"> 

  <H1> Text Example with size and color </H1> 

 

5. Write the HTML codes to set the BGCOLOR as NAVY, header 1 <H1> text "Text Example with size  

color, and font face" as WHITE, text font size as 20, color "RED" and font face "ARIAL".  

Ans.      <BODY BGCOLOR = "LIME" TEXT ="WHITE"> 

 <FONT SIZE = "20" COLOR="PURPLE" FACE ="ARIAL"> 

 <H1> Text Example with size, color and font face </H1> 

 

6. What is the method of using comment line in HTML code?  

Ans. In HTML code, the comment line is declared as : <! - Any text - > 

 

7. What is the use of <FONT> tag in HTML code? Write any two options used with this tag.  

Ans. The <FONT> tag is used to change the size, color and type face of text on an HTML page. The  

         <FONT> tag uses options like SIZE, FACE, etc 

 

8. Which tag is used to insert heading of third level on a web page?  

Ans. <H3> 

9. How would you display in the title bar of browser?  

Ans. The TITLE tag is used to display the title bar message with the web browser like Internet  

Explorer or Netscape Navigator, For example,  

 <TITLE> Class - XII Study Material Review 2012 </TITLE> 

10. How <BR> tag is different from <P> tag?  

Ans. A line break tag, <BR>, is similar to a paragraph tag, but it behaves in a slightly different way. It  
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         starts a new line within the current paragraph, but it does not start a new paragraph. 

 

11. What is the purpose of using the tag <H1><H6>?  

Ans. Headings are typically displays in larger and /or bolder forms than normal body text. HTML has  

six levels of heading, numbered 1 to 6, with 1 being the largest. For example,  

<H1> Heading level One Text </H1> 

 <H2> Heading level Two Text </H2> 

 

12. How can the font size of a single line on a web page be changed?  

Ans. <P> This is <FONT SIZE = +2>resized </FONT> text. 

 

13. What will be displayed on the web page for the following web page?  

 Atomic weight of  O <sub> 2 </sub> 

Ans.  The web page will be displayed as : Atomic Weight of O2. 

 

14. What is the HTML command to display the following in your web page? X2 + Y2  

Ans. The HTML command is: X <sub>2</sub> + Y <sub>2</sub> 

 
15. Write HTML code to set the image "Pen.jpg" stored in "My Pictures" folder in C:\ as the background  

of your web page.  

Ans. The HTML code is :  <BODY BACKGROUND = "C:\My Pictures\Pen.Jpg> 

 

16. Name two common graphics file formats that most browsers recognize.  

Ans. . The two common graphics file formats are: .gif and .jpg 

 

17. Which HTML tag is used to insert an image in a page? Write an option used with this tag.  

Ans. The IMG SRC tag is used to insert an image in a page. This tag uses the options like ALT,  

ALIGN, etc.  

18. Write the expansions of the following tags used in HTML?  

a.  <BR>  b.  <A> c.  <HR> d.  <! > 

Ans. [a]  Break line  [b]  Anchor tag  
  [c]      Horizontal Line  [d]  Comment tag  

 

19. What are the different forms of List used in HTML? Name them.  

Ans. The different forms of lists are : ordered and unordered lists. For example, UL and OL 

] 

20. Identify error(s) in the following HTML code. Also write the correct code. <OL> type = "a” start = "d"> 

Ans. The OL tags attributes should be placed in between <and> In <OL> list, the TYPE attribute starts  

with a number and TYPE attribute specifies "A", "a", "I","i" or "I". So, the correct format is : <OL  

start = 4 type="I"> 

 

. 
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21. What is a <OL></OL> tag? Name any two attributes used with this tag.  

Ans. The <OL> tag is used to indicate a list item as contained in an ordered or numbered form. For  

example  

 <OL> 

1. <LI> Apples  

2. <LI> Oranges  

 </OL> 
 Two attributes are: START, TYPE.  

 

22. What is CELLPADDING?  

Ans. CELLPADDING tells the browser how much padding is required in the cell. In other words  

between the side of the cell and the contents of the cell. Try a few different numbers. Note that cell 

and padding run together and are one word. To control the horizontal alignment of text and  

images within table cells use the align attribute i.e., align=left, align=right or align=center.  

 

23. What is CELLSPACING?  

Ans. CELLSPACING defines how much space you'd like in cells. It specifies the amount of space  

between the frame of the table and the cells in the table. Note that cell and spacing run together. 

 

24. What is hyperlink?  

Ans.The link between web pages is known as hyperlink. It is the link that leads from one document to  

another.  

 

25. How is External linking different from Internal linking?  

Ans. External linking links a document with a separate HTML file whereas the Internal linking links a  

section in the same HTML file.  

 

26. What is the purpose of using the attribute HREF in tag <A>?  

Ans. HREF is used with tag A to specify the Hyper text Reference link to some HTML page/Website. 

 

27.  What is the use of XML?  

Ans. The real use of XML (eXtensible Markup Language), through, is to describe data. It is used, in a 

similar way in which HTML is, except for the fact that there is a major difference between the two:  

 HTML is used to describe how data is formatted.XML is used to describe what data actually means.  
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Long Answer Type Questions:- 

1. Explain the term HTML.  

Ans. . The definition of HTML is HyperText Markup Language.  

 HyperText is the method by which you move around on the web - by clicking on special text  

called hyperlinks which bring you to the next page. The fact that it is hyper just means it is not  

linear - i.e. you can go to any place on the Internet whenever you want by clicking on links - there 

is no set order to do things in.  
          Markup is what HTML tags do to the text inside them. They mark it as a certain type of text  

       (italicized text, for example).  

          HTML is a Language, as it has code words and syntax like any other language.  

 

2. What is the use of <BODY> tag in HTML code? Write any two attributes used with this tag.  

Ans. The <BODY> tag contains the contents of your document including background color, text color  

and page margins. Also, various mark-up elements are allowed within the body to indicate  

headings, paragraphs, lists, hypertext links, images and so on. These are described and illustrated  

in documents following this one. The two attributes are: BACKGROUND and BGCOLOR .  

 

3. Distinguish between <SUP> and <SUB> tags with example.  

Ans. SUP is used for super script whereas SUB is used for subscript 

       4. Give the expansion of the following:  

a. JPEG  b. <LI> tag  c. <P> tag  d. HREF attribute  

Ans. a. JPEG:- Joint Pictures Expert Group  

b. <LI> tag :- LIST INDEX 

c. <P> tag Paragraph  

d. HREF attribute HyperText Reference  

 

5. What is table? What are the basic commands for creating a table?  

Ans. Table is a collection of rows and column.  

   Followings are important tags  

<Table> :- used to give identification to a table  

<TH> :- To provide headings in a table  

<TR>:- (Table Row) to create Row in a table  

<TD> :- (Table Data) to create columns in a row  

 

6. What is FORM tag? Explain with example.  

Ans. To create or use forms in a web page <FORM> tag is used. Form is means to collect data from  

the site visitor. It is done with the help of controls that collect data and send it over.  

Example: <FORM method = "POST" action=mailto:xyz.abc@gmail.com> 
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7. What is INPUT tag? Explain with example.  

Ans. Text boxes are single line text input controls that are created using <INPUT> tag whose TYPE  

attribute has a value as "Text".  

Example: <FORM method = "POST" action=mailto:xyz.abc@gmail.com> 

First Name:  
<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME = "fname"/> 

 <BR> 

Last Name:  

<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME = "lname" /> 

 </FORM> 

 

Q4. Answer the following based on Web Application Development: (HOTS) 

1. What do you understand by Web Browser and Web Server 

2. What is WWW ? How does it function 

3. What is a URL?What are its components? Explain using examples 

4. What is client Server Computing? Can you give examples of real-life situations that uses Client Server 

Computing. 
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UNIT-3: RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 

 
Data:  

 Basic/raw facts about something which is not organized, for example details of some  

students which is not organized. 

Data Item:  

 Each piece of information about an entity, such as name of a person or address, age or  

name of a product or the price is a Data Item.  

Database:  

 A well organised collection of data that ensures safety, security and integrity of data.  

 

DataBase Management System(DBMS) 

Comprehensive software that provides the essential services to create, manage and  

maintain the databases. In short a DBMS provides the means to store the data in the  

database, to edit or delete the data stored, to search and analyze the data in the  

database. They also provide various safety and security mechanisms that ensures that in  

any case stored data will be safe and accessible.  

Relational DataBase Management System(RDBMS) :  

 A Database Management System that conforms at-least half of the 12 rules defined by  

Dr. E.F. Codd (1970) in his research document. In a relational data model, the data is organized 

into tables (i.e. Rows and Columns). These tables are called Relations. A row  

in a table represents a relationship among a set of values. Since table is a collection of  

relationships it is generally referred to using the mathematical term Relation.  

Database Systems:  

o Systems comprising of Databases and Database Management Systems are simply  

referred as database systems.  

Advantages of Data Base System: 

1) Reduce data redundancy (duplication of data) 

2)Control data inconsistency to a large extent 

3)Database facilitate sharing of data 

4)Enforce standards 

5)Centralized databases can ensure data security 

 

Data Model:  

 A way by which data structures and their relationships are analyzed.  
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Different Data Models :  

 Relational data model  

 Hierarchical data model  

 Network data model  

 Object Oriented data model  

Relational data model:  

In this model data is organized into tabular structures called relations. A database may contain  

many relations providing a better classification of data based on its nature and use. Multiple  

relations are then linked/ associated together on some common key data values (foreign key).  

 

Basics of Relational Model 

Relation :  A tabular structure containing data. To be a relation is must satisfy 

following four conditions:  

 Atomicity : At every row-column intersection (Cell) there must be an atomic value  

i.e. a value that can not be further subdivided.  
 No duplicity: No two rows of relation will be identical i.e. in any two rows value in  

at least one column must be different.  

 Ordering of rows is immaterial.  
 Ordering of columns is immaterial.  

Tuple :  

A row in a relation is called a tuple 

Attribute :  

 A column in a relation is called an attribute 

Domain :  

 Domain of an attribute refers to the set of all the possible values for that attribute.  

Degree :  

            Number of attributes in a relation is the degree of that relation 

Cardinality :  

Number of tuples in a relation is the cardinality of that relation.  

Candidate Key:  

A set of one or more minimal attributes used to uniquely identify a tuple in the relation  

  and which can act as Primary Key. A relation can have multiple candidate keys 

Primary Key:  

A candidate key that is primarily chosen for unique identification of tuples in a Relation.  

Any subset of Primary key should not be Primary key.  

Alternate Key:  

Candidate keys that not chosen as primary key are the alternate keys.  

Example: 

In A LIBRARY Table  

Candidate keys can be  Accession no, Book no, 

Primary key: If we select Book no as primary key for our purpose then 

Alternate Key will be  Accession No. 
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Introduction to MySQL 
 

 It is an Open Source RDBMS Software. It is available free of cost.  

 
mysql> CREATE DATABASE  <name of database>; 
 
Now the database with the given will be created. One must be connected to the database before using it 
as below: 
 
mysql> use <name of database>; 
 
MySQL Data Types 
Every column (or data item) should belong to a unique domain (known as data type). These data types 
help to describe the kind of information a particular column holds. MySQL  supports the ANSI SQL data 
types. Some of the commonly used data types along with their characteristics are as follows: 
 
 

Class Data Type Description Example 

Text CHAR(size) A fixed-length string between 1 
and 255 characters in length 
right-padded with spaces to the 
specified length when stored. 
Values must be enclosed in 
single quotes or double quotes. 

‘Maths’ 
‘TexT’ 
 
 
 
 
 

 VARCHAR(size) A variable-length string 
between 1 and 255 characters 
in length; for example 
VARCHAR(25). 
Values must be enclosed in 
single quotes or double quotes. 

‘Computer’ 
‘Me and u’ 
 
 
 
 

NUMERIC DECIMAL(p,s) It can represent number with or 
without the fractional part. The 
size argument has two parts : 
precision and scale. Precision 
(p) indicates the number of 
significant digits and scale 
(s)maximum number of digits 
to the right of the decimal point. 

17.32  
 

 INT It is used for storing integer 
values 

345 

date DATE It represents the date including 
day, month and year between 
1000-01-01 and 9999-12-31 

2009-07-02 

 
 

 The Structured Query Language(SQL) 
o SQL (pronounced SEQUEL for Simple English Query Language) is Non-procedural 

universal data access language used to access and manipulate data stored in nearly all 
the data bases available currently. SQL standards are defined by ANSI (American 
National Standards Institute). SQL statements are used to retrieve and update data in a 
database. SQL works with database programs like MySQL, MS Access, DB2, Informix, 
MS SQL Server, Oracle, Sybase, etc. Most of the SQL database programs also have 
their own proprietary extensions in addition to the SQL standard!  
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 SQL Commands 
SQL commands can be classified into the following: 

 Data Definition Language (DDL): A database scheme is defined by set of definitions, which 
are expressed, by a special set of commands called Data Definition Language (DDL). They 
are used to create tables, databases, identify data items, provide unique names to the data 
items and to define the length and provide the range of values that each data item can 
assume. They are CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE and DROP TABLE commands. 

 

 Data Manipulation Language (DML): The data manipulation language (DML) handles 
operations such as entering rows into a table, changing data, deleting rows, and extracting 
data from rows and tables. With DML, one does not change the table's structure, but rather 
its contents. It contains commands like INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE. 

 

 Data Control Language (DCL): This allows definition of a security mechanisms for 

protecting data from unauthorized access. It contains commands like GRANT and REVOKE. 

 

Working with SQL 
 Creating Tables 

 
Tables are defined with the CREATE TABLE command. When tables are created its columns are named, 
data types and sizes supplied for each column. At least one column must be specified. 
 
Syntax: 
 
CREATE TABLE <TableName>(<ColumnName1> <Data Type1>, 
<ColumnName2> <Data Type2>,… ,<ColumnNameN> <Data TypeN>); 
 
 
Example: 

mysql> CREATE TABLE Students 
( 

RollNo DECIMAL(3), 
Name VARCHAR(25) 

); 
Once the table is created we can insert the record in it, edit or delete existing records, and also we can 
search for desired record in a very comprehensive way using the SQL Select statement. 
 

 Creating tables with SQL Constraint :  
CREATE TABLE command is used to CREATE tables    
CREATE TABLE tablename    
(columnname datatype size, …);   
 

 SQL Constraint:    
A Constraint is a condition or check applicable on a field or set of fields.   
NOT NULL/UNIQUE/DEFAULT/CHECK/PRIMARY KEY/FOREIGN KEY Constraint:   
 
CREATE TABLE student (Srollno integer NOT NULL, …);   
 
CREATE TABLE student (Srollno integer UNIQUE, …);   
 
CREATE TABLE student (Srollno integer NOT NULL, Sclass integer, Sname varchar(30), Sclass    
DEFAULT 12  );   
 
CREATE TABLE student (Srollno integer CHECK (Srollno>0), Sclass integer, Sname varchar(30));   
 
CREATE TABLE student (Srollno integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, Sclass integer, Sname   
varchar(30));   
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CREATE TABLE teacher (Tid integer NOT NULL, FOREIGN KEY (Studentid ) REFRENCES student   
(Sid));   
 

 Inserting the record in existing table 
The INSERT INTO command append a new record to an existing table and initializes it to desired values.  
Syntax:  
 INSERT INTO table_name (column_name [,column_name]) 

VALUES (value [,value]); 
 
 INSERT INTO Students (RollNo,Name)  

VALUES (12333,’Suresh’); 
 
NOTE: Column names can be omitted if the values are entered in the same order in which they appear in 
the table. Insert into will give you an error if you omit to enter a mandatory value (non-null). 

 Deleting Existing records from the table :  
The DELETE command deletes one, many, or even all records in a table, depending on the conditions 
that you specify. 
Syntax:  

DELETE FROM tablename 
WHERE  search_conditions; 

for example 
DELETE FROM Students 
WHERE RollNo>11255; 

 
Note: The delete command is VERY dangerous.  If run without conditions, it will delete ALL records in a 
table.  In addition, SQL has no undo function.   For instance, 

DELETE FROM Students; 
 
Will delete all records from Students table.  This is not likely to be what you want. 
 

 Modifying the contents of records 
The UPDATE command changes one, many, or even all records in a table, depending on the conditions 
that you specify  
Syntax:  

UPDATE tablename 
SET column_name = expression [,column_name = expression..] 
[WHERE  search_conditions]; 

 
for example(assuming a customer table) 

UPDATE customer 
SET f_name = ‘Thomas’ 
WHERE l_name = ‘Smith’ and  

date_of_birth = ‘3/2/1985’; 
 
An expression can be either a constant value (e.g., ‘Thomas’) or an operation done on another column or 
columns (see the example below, assuming a loan table with column rate.). 
 

UPDATE TABLE loan 
SET rate = rate + 1.5; 

 
Because there is no condition (i.e., no WHERE ) all records will be updated. All rates will be increased by 
1.5. 

 Selecting data from existing table : 
SQL  SELECT statement is a comprehensive statement used to search/select records from one or more 
tables. All the analysis done on a database usually involves some form of select statement. 
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 Choosing all fields (columns) : Use a asterisk (*) to indicate all fields with the select statement: 
 SELECT * 
 FROM table_name; 
 
 SELECT * 
 FROM customer; 
 

 Choosing a selected list of fields (columns) 
 SELECT column_name [,column_name] 
 FROM table_name; 
 
 SELECT f_name, l_name, date_of_birth 
 FROM customer; 

 
NOTE:  The order in which you list the columns affects their order in the resulting output. Items within [  ] 
are optional. 
 

 Temporarily renaming columns in query results 
SELECT column_heading AS column_name 
[,column_heading AS column_name] 
FROM table_name; 

 
Example: 
  SELECT f_name as “Name” 

FROM customer;  
    

 Including calculated columns in the results 
SELECT date_due, rate, principal, rate * principal FROM loan; 

NOTE:  If necessary, use parentheses to clarify order of precedence.  
 

 Eliminating duplicate query results with distinct 
If you use the keyword distinct after the keyword SELECT, you will only get unique rows.  Example: 
 

SELECT rate, 
FROM loan;    

 (above will display all rate values might be repeated) 
        
SELECT distinct rate 
FROM loan; 

 (above will display only unique rate values, no repetition) 
 
Selecting rows:  the where clause is used to specify the condition for searching. Only those records will 
be retrieved that satisfy condition given with  where clause. 

SELECT SELECT_list 
FROM table_list 
WHERE search_conditions; 
 

 Example: 
SELECT * FROM customer 
WHERE f_name = ‘Carl’; 
 
 

 Possible Search Conditions 
Comparison operators (=,<,>,!=.<>,<=,>=) 
 SELECT * FROM loan 
  WHERE principal > 100000000;  
Ranges (between and not between; inclusive) 
 SELECT * FROM loan 
  WHERE rate BETWEEN 7.5 AND 8.5; 
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Lists (in and not in) 
SELECT *  

 from Customer 
where city IN (‘Ahmedabad’, ‘Baroda’, ‘Delhi’,’Mumbai’,’Chennai’); 

Null values 
SELECT *  

 from Customer 
where city is Null; 
 
OR 
 
SELECT *  

 from Customer 
where city is Not Null; 

 
 

 Character matches (like and not like) 
 SELECT f_name, l_name 
 FROM customer 
 WHERE l_name LIKE ‘Fos%’; 
 
 SELECT f_name, l_name 
 FROM customer 
 WHERE l_name LIKE ‘_oster’; 

 
“%” (matches any string of zero or more characters) and “_” (matches any one 
character).  In addition to those, brackets can be used to include either ranges or 
sets of characters. 
Combinations of previous options using logical operators and, or, and not etc.: 
 SELECT f_name, l_name 
 FROM customer 

WHERE l_name LIKE ‘San%’ AND City NOT  
IN (‘Baroda’,‘Delhi’) 

 Viewing a tables structures  
Describe/ Desc statement is used to see the structure of a table: 

 Desc <tablename> 
 Describe <tablename> 

 Sorting records 
The output of a SELECT query can be sorted in ascending or descending order on one or more columns, 
the default is ascending. This is important to note that the data in table is not sorted, only the results that 
appear on the screen are sorted. 
 
Syntax: 
 SELECT <column name> [,<column name>, ….] 
 FROM <table name> 

[WHERE <condition>] 
[ORDER BY <column name> [, <column name>…]]; 

 
Example: (Sorting on single column) 
 SELECT * FROM EMPL 
 ORDER BY ENAME; 
Example : (Sorting on Multiple columns) 
 SELECT * FROM EMPL 
 ORDER BY ENAME, JOB; 
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MySQL Functions 
 

Numeric Functions 
 

 POWER() : Returns the argument raised to the specified power. POW () works the same way. 
 Example: (i) POW(2,4);  Result:16   (ii) POW(2,-2);  Result:0.25   (iii) POW(-2,3) 

Result: -8 
 

 ROUND() : ROUND(X) Rounds the argument to the zero decimal place, Where as ROUND(X,d)  
Rounds the argument to d decimal places. 
Example :   

(i) ROUND(-1.23); Result: -1  (ii) ROUND(-1.58); Result: -2 
(iii) ROUND(1.58); Result: 2   (iv) ROUND(3.798, 1);  Result: 3.8 
(v) ROUND(1.298, 0); Result: 1  (vi) ROUND(23.298, -1); Result: 20 
(vii) ROUND( 25.298,-1); result: 30 

 
 TRUNCATE()  : Truncates the argument to specified number of decimal places. 

 Example:  (i) TRUNCATE(7.29,1)Result: 7.2  (ii) TRUNCATE(27.29,-1)  Result: 20 
 
 
 

 
 Character/String Functions 

 

 LENGTH() : Returns the length of a string in bytes/no.of characters in string. 
Example:  LENGTH(‘INFORMATICS’);    Result:11 

 

 CHAR() : Returns the corresponding ASCII character for each integer passed. 
Example :  CHAR(65) ;  Result : A 

 

 CONCAT():  Returns concatenated string i.e. it adds  strings. 
Example :  CONCAT(‘Informatics’,’ ‘,‘Practices’); Result : Informatics Practices’ 

 

 INSTR():  Returns the index of the first occurrence of substring. 
Example :  INSTR(‘Informatics’,’ mat’);   
Result : 6(since ‘m’ of ‘mat’ is at 6

th
 place) 

 

 LOWER()/ LCASE():  Returns the argument after converting it in lowercase. 
Example:  LOWER(‘INFORMATICS’);  Result : informatics 

 

 UPPER()/ UCASE():  Returns the argument after converting it in uppercase. 
Example:   UCASE(‘informatics’);  Result : INFORMATICS 

 

 LEFT() : Returns the given number of characters by extracting them from the left side of the 
given string. 
Example : LEFT(‘INFORMATICS PRACTICES’, 3);  Result : INF 

 

 RIGHT():Returns the given number of characters by extracting them from the right side of the 
given string.  
Example :  RIGHT(‘INFORMATICS PRACTICES’,3);  Result : CES 

 

 MID()/SUBSTR() : Returns a substring starting from the specified position in a given string. 
Example:  MID(‘INFORMATICS PRACTICES’,3,4); Result : FORM 

 

 LTRIM() : Removes leading spaces.  
Example :  LTRIM(' INFORMATICS')’ Result: 'INFORMATICS’ 

 

 RTRIM():  Removes trailing spaces.  
Example :  RTRIM('INFORMATICS '); Result: 'INFORMATICS’ 
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 TRIM() : Removes leading and trailing spaces. 
Example:  TRIM(' INFORMATICS '); Result: 'INFORMATICS’ 
 

 
 Date/Time Functions 

 

 CURDATE() : Returns the current date  
o Example: CURDATE();  Result: '2010-07-21' 

 NOW() :  Returns the current date and time 
o Example: NOW();  Result : '2010-07-21 13:58:11' 

 SYSDATE()  : Return the time at which the function executes 
o Example: SYSDATE();  Result: '2010-07-21 13:59:23’ 

 DATE() :  Extracts the date part of a date or datetime expression 
o Example: DATE('2003-12-31 01:02:03'); Result:: '2003-12-31' 

 MONTH()  Returns the month from the date passed 
o Example: MONTH('2010-07-21'); Result : 7 

 YEAR() : Returns the year YEAR('2010-07-21');  Result : 2010 

 DAYNAME() : Returns the name of the weekday 
o Example: DAYNAME('2010-07-21');  Result : WEDNESDAY 

 DAYOFMONTH() : Returns the day of the month (0-31) 
o Example: DAYOFMONTH('2010-07-21'); Result: 21 

 DAYOFWEEK() : Returns the weekday index of the argument 
o Example: DAYOFWEEK('2010-07-21');   Result: 4 (Sunday is counted as 1) 

 DAYOFYEAR() :  Return the day of the year(1-366) 
o Example: DAYOFYEAR('2010-07-21');   Result: 202 

 
SQL Constraints/ Integrity Constraints 

 

 Data constraints are the rules that are defined when a table is created. 

 They can also be defined or modified after creating the tables.  

 When constraints are defined any data entering in the table is first checked to satisfy the 
condition specified in particular constraint if it is, only then table data can be updated. If 
data updation/ insertion is violating the defined constraints, database rejects the data 
(entire record is rejected). 

 When a constraint is applied to a single column, it is called a column level constraint but if 
a constraint is applied on a combination of columns it is called a table constraint. 
Following constraints can be defined on a table in SQL: 

 
 
 

Constraints name Description  

PRIMARY KEY Used to create a primary key 

UNIQUE to create a unique key 

NOT NULL to define that column will not accept null values. 

FOREIGN KEY/ REFERENCES to define referential integrity with another table. 

DEFAULT to define the columns default value. 

CHECK to define the custom  rule. 

Not Null and Default constraints can be applied only at column level rest all constraints can be applied on 
both column level and table levels. 
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Concept of Database Transactions 
 

 While working with the database many a times a single task is accomplished using multiple SQL 
statements. Each SQL statement work separately. To complete a given task successfully all the 
statement must be executed or none of them should be executed.  If half of them are executed, this will 
leave the database in an inconsistent state. Here comes the concept of transactions. 
 

 Transaction : A transaction is a logical unit of work that must succeed or fail in its entirety. A 
transaction might be a sequence of many SQL statements, but logically performing a single task, thus all 
the SQL statements should work as a whole or none at all ensuring the consistency of the database. A 
transaction is an atomic operation which may not divided into smaller operations. 
 

 ACID properties : A database system must maintain the following four (Atomicity,  Consistency,  
Isolation, &  Durability) properties of a transaction: 

 Atomicity : (All or None) This property ensures that either all operations of the transaction are 
executed or none at all. 

 Consistency: This property implies that if the database is in consistent state before the execution 
of the transaction, database must remain in consistent state after the execution of the transaction. 

 Isolation: This property suggests that if a transaction is being executed in the database system, 
no other transaction should be executed at the same time. It simply refers that if a transaction is 
accessing/modifying some data item, that data item must not be available to other transaction at 
the same time, since it may be in an inconsistent state. 

 Durability :  This property of transaction  ensures that after the successful compeletion of the 
transaction the changes made by it to the database persist, even if there are system failures. 

 

 Transaction Control Commands 
 

 Commit: This command permanently commits all the changes made in the database after last 
commit command was executed. After committing the transaction, changes made can not be 
rolled back. 

 
 RollBack : This command rolls back (undoes) all the changes made in the database after last 

commit command was executed.  
 

 SavePoint : In between the transaction savepoints can be defined. If in any case rollback is 
needed but only a few operations are needed to be rolled back, savepoints are useful. Using the 
ROLLBACK TO command changes can be undone in reverse direction(last change to first 
change) upto specified SAVEPOINT. 

 

 
GROUPING RECORDS 

 
 AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS or GROUP FUNCTIONS 

 
When multiple records from a table are to be combined together to perform a calculation, aggregate 
functions are used. Aggregate functions are placed with the select clause and the column on which 
the calculation is to be performed is specified in parenthesis. There are five aggregate functions 
COUNT(), SUM(), AVG(), MAX(), & MIN(). 

 In these function with the name of columns we can also specify DISTINCT or ALL. If we use 
DISTINCT keyword with the column name, only the distinct values will be considered while 
performing the operations. If ALL keyword is used all values(distinct and duplicate) will be 
considered while calculating. ALL keyword is default. 

 COUNT(<Column name>) – Returns the number of rows for which specified column value is not 
null. 

SELECT Count([DISTINCT | ALL ]  Column_name) 
From <tablename> 
[where<condition>] 
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 The most common usage for this function is to count the number of records, for this we use an 
Asterisk ( * ) in place of column name. 
 

SELECT Count(*)  
FROM <tablename> 

 

 SUM() - The SUM aggregate function calculates the total of values in a column. The column 
using sum must be of numeric data type. 

 
SELECT SUM([DISTINCT | ALL ]  Column_name) 
From <tablename> 
[where<condition>] 

 

 AVG()- The AVG( ) function calculates the average or arithmetic mean of the values in a numeric 
column. 

SELECT AVG([DISTINCT | ALL ]  Column_name) 
From <tablename> 
[where<condition>] 

 

 MAX()- The MAX( ) returns the maximum value of the column data. 
SELECT MAX([DISTINCT | ALL ]  Column_name) 
From <tablename> 
[where<condition>] 

 

 MIN() - The MIN( ) returns the minimum value of the column data 
 

SELECT MIN([DISTINCT | ALL ]  Column_name) 
From <tablename> 
[where<condition>] 

 
 
NOTE: While performing aggregate operations no other columns can be selected except the column on 
which the operation is being performed. 

 GROUPING OF DATA 
 
When we use any aggregate function on a table, it returns a single row and column containing the result 
of used aggregate function. Many a times we need to calculate some values in groups based on some 
columns i.e. we want to create groups based on some column values and then to perform aggregate 
operations separately on each group. 
 
How to do This : To perform any aggregate operation in groups, we use GROUP BY clause with the 
Select statement 
 

SELECT function_name([DISTINCT | ALL ]  Column_name) 
From <tablename> 
[where<condition>] 
Group By <name of columns> 

 
NOTE: 1.  When using GROUP BY clause we can include the group column with the select  

statement. 
2.  GROUP BY clause can only be used if any aggregate function is being used in select 
statement. 
 
Example: (solution to the problem discussed above, to find out class wise total of 
FEESPAID) 

 
  SELECT SUM(FEESPAID), CLASS 
  FROM STUDENTS  GROUP BY CLASS; 
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 FILTERING ON AGGREGATED DATA 
 
In some cases we may need to filter the data obtained after grouped aggregate operations. This is done 
using HAVING clause with select statement. HAVING clause is used to filter the data generated after 
grouped aggregated operations. 
 

SELECT function_name([DISTINCT | ALL ]  Column_name) 
From <tablename> 
[where<condition>] 
Group By <name of columns> 
[HAVING <condition using aggregated column>] 

 
NOTE:   HAVING clause can only be used  if a GROUP BY clause is used. 
 

 
Example: (if we want to find out the classes for which total fees collection is more than Rs. 
10000.00 ) 

 
  SELECT SUM(FEESPAID), CLASS 
  FROM STUDENTS 
  Group By Class 
  Having SUM(FEESPAID)>10000; 
 
 

Displaying Data from Multiple tables 
 

 In real world the data of an organisation is kept in different 
tables based on its nature (that is studied under data 
modelling). When the data is scattered around many tables one 
may need to select the data for a particular query from more 
than one table so that a single table result can be generated. 

 

 Data from multiple tables can be selected after joining the 
tables. SQL SELECT statement is also used for combining data 
from more than one table. When we combine the data from 
more than one table, this is called joining of tables. 

 

 JOIN : A join is a query that combines rows from two or more tables. In a join query, more than 
one table is listed in FROM clause.  

 
Students Table 

SRNo Roll No Name Class Section 

5439 12105 Ajay 12 A 

6345 12110 Bharat 12 A 

3645 11230 Nitin 11 B 

7553 10323 Manisha 10 C 

2434 9134 Rajesh 9 A 

Marks Table 
 
 
Suppose we run following query on these 
tables: 
 
 

SELECT Student.*, Marks.* 
From Students, Marks 

 

SRNo Maths Hindi English 

5439 85 73 93 

6345 77 65 67 

3645 83 82 87 

7553 69 66 84 

3439 87 76 89 

When multiple tables 
contains the related 
data, there at least one 
column is usually 
common in them. This 
column is used later on 
to join them using 
SELECT statement.  
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The result will be a single tabular structure that will contain all the columns from both the tables and all 
the possible combination of records from both the tables (this is the Cartesian product of tables). But 
when a record of SR No 5439 (Ajay) from Students table is combined with a record of SR No 7553 (i.e. 
Manisha in students table),it makes no sense. Hence some extra condition with SELECT statement using 
where clause is specified: 

SELECT Student.*, Marks.* 
From Students, Marks 
Where Students.SRNO = Marks.SRNo; 

This will give only meaningful combinations of records from both tables. 
 
Here we can easily understand that when multiple tables are joined they must have some column 
common in them and in select clause we can put an equality check to filter only a meaningful combination 
of records. 

 Adding removing constraints to a table 

ALTER TABLE statement is used to add constraint in an existing table: 

Syntax: 

ALTER TABLE <table name> 

ADD [CONSTRAINT  [<constraint name>]] 

PRIMARY KEY (<column list>)] 

Example: 

 ALTER TABLE EMP 

 ADD CONSTRAINT pk1 PRIMARY KEY (EMPNO); 

 Viewing Constraints and their Columns 

To view the information about how the table was created including its constraints, following 

statement can be used: 

SHOW CREATE TABLE <table name>; 
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QUESTION ANSWERS 
 

 
Q1. What do you mean by a Database Management System?  

Ans:- DBMS is a collection of programs and files that allows a user to define structure of database, store 

data into it, modify the structure and manipulate data. Apart from this it also provide security,  

transaction management and concurrency control.  

 

Q2. What are the advantages of using a DBMS?  

Ans: Advantages of DBMS are: 

1) reduce data redundancy (duplication of data) 

2)control data inconsistency to a large extent 

3)Database facilitate sharing of data 

4)enforce standards 

5)centralized databases can ensure data security. 

 

Q.3. What do you mean by Relational Data Model?  

Ans In this model data is organized into tabular structures called relations. A database may contain  

many relations providing a better classification of data based on its nature and use. Multiple  

relations are then linked/ associated together on some common key data values (foreign key).  

 

Q.4. What is a relation in Relational Model?  

Ans A tabular structure containing data. To be a relation is must satisfy following four 

conditions:  

 Atomicity : At every row-column intersection (Cell) there must be an atomic value  

i.e. a value that can not be further subdivided.  

 No duplicity: No two rows of relation will be identical i.e. in any two rows value in  

at least one column must be different.  

 Ordering of rows is immaterial.  

 Ordering of columns is immaterial.  

 

Q.5. What is the foreign key?  

Ans: A column or a combination of columns whose values are derived from primary key of some 

other table is called the foreign key of the table in which it is contained. 

 

Q.6. What do you mean by referential integrity? How is it enforced in databases?  

Ans The property of a relational database which ensures that no entry in a foreign key column of a table 

can be made unless it matches a primary key value in the corresponding column of the related table. It is 

enforced in the database with the help of foreign key constraint. 
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Q.7. What is MySQL?  

Ans:- It is an Open Source RDBMS Software. It is available free of cost.  

. Q.8. What is SQL?  

Ans SQL is Non-procedural universal data access language used to access and manipulate data stored 

in nearly all the data bases available currently. SQL standards are defined by ANSI (American National 

Standards Institute). SQL statements are used to retrieve and update data in a database. SQL works with 

database programs like MySQL, MS Access, DB2, Informix, MS SQL Server, Oracle, Sybase, etc.  

Q.9. Differentiate between DDL and DML?  

Ans Data Definition Language (DDL): This is a category of SQL commands. All the  

commands which are used to create, destroy, or restructure databases and tables come under this 

category. Examples of DDL commands are - CREATE, DROP, ALTER.  

Data Manipulation Language (DML): This is a category of SQL commands. All the  

commands which are used to manipulate data within tables come under this category. Examples of DML 

commands are - INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE.  

Q.10 What is a constraint? 

Ans :  A constraints is a condition or check application on a field or set of fields. 

Example: NOT NULL (ensure that column con not have null value), CHECK (make sure that all 

value satisfy certain criteria), UNIQUE (ensure that all values in a column are different) etc. 

 

Q11  What are single row functions ? 

Ans:  Single Row Function work with a single row at a time. A single row function returns a result for 

every row of a queried table. 

Examples of Single row functions are Sqrt(), Concat(), Lcase(), Upper(), Day(), etc. 

 

Q. 12 What are multiple row functions? 

Ans. Multiple Row or Group functions work with data of multiple rows at a time and return 

aggregated value. 

Examples of multiple row functions are the group functions that you have learnt in previous 

section i.e., Sum(), count(), max(), min(), Avg()etc. 

 

Q. 13 What is a join? 

Ans. Join is a query that combines rows from two or more tables. 

 

Q. 14 What is a table alias? How is it different from column alias? 

Ans. A Table Alias is a temporary label given along with table name in FROM clauses. 
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 Select E.*, Dname  from Emp E , Dept D where E.ID=D.ID; 

 Here E and D are table alias. 

The columns that you select in a query can be given a different name i.e. column alias name for 

output purposes 

Select ename as “Employee Name” from EMP; 

Here Employee Name is column alias. 

  

Q.15  How many different type of joins can you create in MySQL? 

Ans. Different types of join in MySQL are: 

1. Equi Join 

2. Non Equi Join 

3. Natural Join 

4. Cross Join 

5. Left, Right Joins 

Q. 16 Compare CHAR and VARCHAR data types. 

Ans. The CHAR data-type stores fixed length strings such that strings having length smaller than the 

field size are padded on the right with spaces before being stored. 

The VARCHAR on the other hand supports variable length strings and therefore  stores strings 

smaller than the field size without modification. 

Q.17 Why are aggregate functions called so? Name some aggregate functions.  

Ans: MySQL provides Aggregate or Group functions which work on a number of values of a 

column/expression and return a single value as the result. Some of the most frequently used. 

Aggregate functions in MySQL are : MIN(), MAX(), AVG(), SUM(), COUNT().  

 

Q.18 Why is it not allowed to give String and Date type arguments for SUM() and AVG() functions?  

Ans: SUM() and AVG() functions take an argument of type numeric only.Sum and Avg 

of String and date data are not defined. 

 

Q.19 What is difference between Where and Having clause? 

Ans: WHERE is used to put a condition on individual row of a table whereas HAVING is used to put 

condition on individual group formed by GROUP BY clause in a SELECT statement 

Example:  

Select * from EMP where salary>5000; 
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Select SUM(salary) , Designation from EMP group by Designation 

having Designation=’Manager’; 

 

Q.20 How are NULL values treated by aggregate functions?  

Ans: None of the aggregate functions takes NULL into consideration. NULL is simply ignored by  

all the aggregate functions. For example, the statement:  

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM shoes;  

 

produces the following output:  

+--------------+  

| COUNT(*) | 

 +--------------+  

|13  |  

+---------------+  

 

Indicating that there are 13 records in the Shoes table. Whereas the query:  

SELECT COUNT(margin) FROM shoes;  

 

produces the output:  

+----------------------+  

| COUNT(margin) |  

+---------------------+  

|10                         |  

+----------------------+  

 

This output indicates that there are 10 values in the margin column of Shoes table. This  

means there are 3 (13-10) NULLs in the margin column.  

 

Q.21 There is a column C1 in a table T1. The following two statements:  

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM T1; and  SELECT COUNT(C1) from T1;  

are giving different outputs. What may be the possible reason?  
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Ans: In the first query SELECT COUNT(*) FROM T1, it will return total number of 

records in table T1 while in second query SELECT COUNT(C1) from T1, it will 

return total number of non null values in column C1 in table T1.Therefore 

outputs are different in both queries. 

 

Q.22 What is the purpose of GROUP BY clause?  

Ans: GROUP BY clause combines all those records that have identical value in a particular field or a group 

of fields. 

 

Q.23 What is the Cartesian product of two table? Is it same as an Equi-join?  

Ans: Cartesian product (also called Cross Join) of two tables is a table obtained by pairing up  

each row of one table with each row of the other table. This way if two tables contain 3 rows and 2 rows 

respectively, then their Cartesian product will contain 6 (=3x2) rows. 

It is not same as Equi join. Equi join is used to extract meaningful information from cartesian product of 

two tables by putting a joining condition. 

 

Q.24 In a database there is a table Cabinet. The data entry operator is not able to put  

NULL in a column of Cabinet? What may be the possible reason(s)?  

Ans: The data entry operator had put NOT NULL constraint for the  column while 

creating table Cabinet. 

 

Q.25 In a database there is a table Cabinet. The data entry operator is not able to put  

duplicate values in a column of Cabinet? What may be the possible reason(s)?  

Ans: The data entry operator had put UNIQUE constraint for the  column while 

creating table Cabinet. 

 

Q.26 There is a table T1 with combination of columns C1, C2, and C3 as its primary key? Is  

it possible to enter:  

a.  NULL values in any of these columns?  

b.  Duplicate values in any of these columns?  

Ans:   a. it is not possible to enter NULL values in any of these columns. 

b. While it is possible to enter duplicate values in these columns but the combination of 

C1,C2,C3 should be unique. 
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Q.27  What are the differences between DELETE and DROP commands of SQL?  

Ans: DELETE is DML command while DROP is a DDL command. Delete is used to delete 

rows from a table while DROP is used to remove the entire table from the database. 

 

 

Q.28 Explain with the help of an example that why should a transaction be executed as a  

whole or it should be not executed at all.  

Ans: Suppose Raunak's account number is 3246 and his aunt's account number is 5135. In order  

to process the cheque presented by Raunak, the following two SQL commands need to be  

executed on the database maintained by the bank:  

UPDATE Savings SET balance = balance - 2000  

WHERE account_no = 5135;  

UPDATE Savings SET balance = balance + 2000  

WHERE account_no = 3246;  

The above two Updates should both take place. If the first Update takes place and there is  

a system failure, the first updation should be undone. Either both the updations should be done and if 

it is not possible for both the updations to be done, then no updation should be done.  

 

Q.29 Write the purpose of inserting Savepoints in a transaction.  

Ans: The SAVEPOINT statement defines a marker in a transaction. These markers are useful in  

rolling back a transaction till the marker.  

To define a savepoint, we enter the SAVEPOINT statement like this:  

SAVEPOINT <savepoint-name>;  

 

Q.30 What happens when Autocommit is set on?  

Ans: When AutoCommit is ON, each SQL statement is a transaction. The changes resulting from each 

statement are automatically committed.  

 

Q.31Write SQL statement to set Autocommit to off.  

Ans: mysql> SET AUTOCOMMIT = 0; 
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Query Based question & answers  
 
1. The Pincode column of table ‘Post’ is given below-       
  . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  i. SELECT Pincode from Post where Pincode LIKE  “ %1” ; 
  ii. SELECT Pincode from Post where Pincode LIKE   “ 0%” ; 
Ans:              
   i) 110001    ii) No Output 
     281001 
 
2.  A table “Animals“ in a database has 3 columns and 10 records. What is the degree and 
cardinality   of this table?   
Ans:  Degree 3 and Cardinality=10 
 

 
    

3. Following two tables are shown below are preset in database-  
                                                                                BOOK 

EID  EbookName  Author  

3 Internal terms  Okhla  

4 RDBMS  Steve  

5 NetBeans Gosling  

                                                                                 
                                    
                    COST 

Subj ID  EID  Cost  

E40 1 2000 

E41 4 1700 

E42 3 1800 

E43 5 1250 

 
i. Identify the foreign key column in the table COST.     
ii. Check every value in EID column of both in table. Do you find any 

discrepancy?    
Ans:   i).  EID 

ii). In the table COST,  there is one record for EID =1 which does not exist in table BOOK. 
As foreign key EID of COST refers to EID of BOOK,COST(EID) should be subset of 
BOOK(EID). 

4. Answer the following questions: 

a) Study the following table STAFF and Salary and write MySQL command for the 

questions (i) to (iv)and give output for the (v) to(vi)  

 

 

 

Pincode  

110001 

120012 

300048 

281001 
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TABLE: STAFF 

ID Name DEPT SEX EXPERIENCE 

101 Siddharat Sales M  12 

104 Raghav Finance M  6 

107 Naman Research M  10 

114 Nupur Sales F  3 

109 Janvi Finance F 9 

105 Rama Research  M  10 

117 James Sales F 3 

111 Binoy finance F 12 

130 Samuel  Sales M  15 

 

TABLE: SALARY 

ID Basic Allowance  Commission  

101 15000 1500 800 

104 17000 1200 500 

107 16000 1000 200 

114 20000 2200 550 

109 18000 1000 250 

105 15000 1200 150 

117 18000 1700 100 

111 20000 1500 300 

130 18000 1200 500 

 

(i) Display NAME of all the staff who is in SALES having more than 10 year experience from 

the table staff.  

Select Name from STAFF where EXP>10;       

(ii) Display the average Basic Salary of all staff working in ”Finance” department using the 

table staff and salary.  

Select AVG(Basic) from STAFF S1, SALARY S2 where  S1.ID=S2.ID and DEPT=’Finance’; 

  

(iii) Display the minimum ALLOWANCE of female staff.      

Select MIN( ALLOWANCE) from STAFF S1, SALARY S2 where S1.ID=S2.ID and SEX=’F’; 

(iv) Display the highest commission among all male staff   

Select MAX(Commission) from STAFF S1, SALARY S2 where S1.ID=S2.ID and SEX=’M’; 
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(v) Select count(*) from STAFF where sex=’F’;  

ANS: 4      

(vi) SELECT NAME,DEPT,BASIC FROM STAFF,SALARY WHERE DEPT=’SALES’ AND 

STAFF.ID=SALARY.ID;  

ANS:   

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

5. Answer the question based on the table VOTER given below: 

Table :   VOTER 

Column Name Data type Size Constraints Description  

V_id BIGINT 8 Primary key Voter identification 

Vname VARCHAR 25 Not null Name of the voter 

Age INT 3 Check>17 Age should not less than equal 

to 17 

Address VARCHAR2 30  Address of voter 

Phone VARCHAR 10  Phone number of the voter 

(i) Write the command  to delete all the rows of particular voter from  the table voter where 

voter ID between 10 and 20.   

Ans: Delete from VOTER where V_id between 10 and 20;     

(ii) Delete the table physically.     

Ans: Drop table  VOTER;   

6.  Write SQL commands for the questions from (a) to (i) on the basis of table:                

Table: Emp 

EMPNO ENAME JOB MGR HIREDATE SAL COMM DEPTNO 

7369 SMITH CLERK 7902 17-Dec-80 800 NULL 20 

7499 ALLEN SALESMAN 7698 20-Feb-81 1600 300 30 

7521 WARD SALESMAN 7698 22-Feb-81 1250 500 30 

7566 JONES MANAGER 7839 02-Apr-81 2975 NULL 20 

7654 MARTIN SALESMAN 7698 28-Sep-81 1250 1400 30 

7698 BLAKE MANAGER 7839 01-May-81 2850 NULL 30 

7782 CLARK MANAGER 7839 09-Jun-81 2450 NULL 10 

7788 SCOTT ANALYST 7566 09-Dec-82 3000 NULL 20 

Siddharth SALES 
15000 

Nupur SALES 
20000 

James SALES 
18000 

Samuel SALES 
18000 
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7844 TURNER SALESMAN 7698 08-Sep-81 1500 0 30 

7876 ADAMS CLERK 7788 12-Jan-83 1100 NULL 20 

7900 JAMES CLERK 7698 03-Dec-81 950 NULL 30 

7902 FORD ANALYST 7566 03-Dec-81 3000 NULL 20 

7934 MILLER CLERK 7782 23-Jan-82 1300 NULL 10 

 

 

a) To display the ename and sal where comm is NULL. 

SELECT ENAME,SAL FROM EMP WHERE COMM IS NULL; 

b) To list ename and sal of employees whose salary is greater than or equal to 2200. 

SELECT ENAME,SAL FROM EMP WHERE SAL>=2200; 

c) To list the employee names who are having the job analyst and manager. 

SELECT ENAME FROM EMP WHERE JOB IN (‘ANALYST’,’MANAGER’); 

d) To display the ename and deptno of all employees in department 20 and 30 in alphabetical 

ORDER BY name. 

SELECT ENAME,DEPTNO FROM EMP WHERE DEPTNO BETWEEN 20 AND 30 

ORDER BY ENAME; 

e) To display the employee name and job of employees hired between Feb-19,80 and Oct -

25,81 

SELECT ENAME, JOB FROM EMP WHERE HIREDATE BETWEEN ‘1980-02-19’ 

AND ‘1981-10-25’; 

f) Write a query to display name of employee having ‘L’ as any alphabet of the same. 

SELECT ENAME FROM EMP WHERE ENAME LIKE ‘%L%’; 

g) Write a query to display employee number, name, salary, salary increase by 15% 

expressed as a whole number. Label the column as New Salary. 

SELECT EMPNO, ENAME, SAL, ROUND (SAL+SAL*0.15, 0) AS “NEW SALARY”; 

h) Update the salary by Rs.1000 for employee whose department number=30. 

UPDATE EMP SET SAL=1000 WHERE DEPTNO=30; 

 

7. Answer the following question.        
  
    Table: Furniture 

ITEMNO ITEMNAME TYPE DATEOFSTOCK PRICE DISCOUNT 

INT VARCHAR VARCHAR DATE INT INT 

5 20 20  6 2 

PRIMARY 
KEY 

NOT NULL  REFERENCES 
TO TYPE 
COLUMN OT 
ITEM TABLE 

DEFAULT 
‘19/03/2010’ 

  

 
a). Write MySql command to create a furniture table including all constraint. 
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 Ans:  CREATE TABLE FURNITURE  

(ITEMNO INT(5) PRIMARY KEY, ITEMNAME VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL,  

TYPE  VARCHAR(20 REFERENCES ITEM(TYPE),  

DATE_STOCK DATE DEFAULT ‘2012/03/19’,  

PRICE INT(6), DISCOUNT INT(2)); 

b). On the furniture table, ITEMNO is primary key. TYPE is ITEM type of furniture and refers to the 

TYPE column of ITEM table. The Discount os NOT NULL column. 

Evaluate this delete command. 

Delete ITEMNO,TYPE,DISCOUNT from FURNITURE where ITEMNAME=’CHAIR’; 

 
 
Ans Delete command is used to delete a complete row/record. You can’t delete a particular 

column using delete command. The query should be like this; 
 DELETE FROM FURNITURE WHERE ITEMNAME=’CHAIR’; 
 
 
8. (A)Write queries for the following 
Table: EMP           
  

NO NAME SALARY ZONE AGE GRADE DEPT 

1 MUKUL 30000 WEST 28 A 10 

2 KRITIKA 35000 CENTRAL 30 A 10 

3 NAVEEN 32000 WEST 40  20 

4 UDAY 38000 NORTH 38 C 30 

5 NUPUR 32000 EAST 26  20 

6 MOKSH 37000 SOUTH 28 B 10 

7 SHELLY 36000 NORTH 26 A 30 

 
Table: Department 

DEPT DNAME MINSAL MAXSAL HOD 

10 SALES 25000 32000 1 

20 Finance 30000 50000 5 

30 Admin 25000 40000 7 

 
a. Dislay the details of all the employees who work in sales dept. 

SELECT  * FROM EMP E, DEPARTMENT D WHERE E.DEPT=D.DEPT AND DNAME=’SALES’ 

b. Display salary, zone and grade of all the emp whose HOD is NUPUR. 

SELECT SALARY,ZONE,GRADE  FROM EMP E, DEPARTMENT D WHERE E.HOD=D.NO AND 

NAME=’NUPUR’; 

c. Display the name and dept name of all emp. 

SELECT NAME,DNAME FROM EMP E, DEPARTMENT D WHERE E.DEPT=D.DEPT; 

d. Display the names of all the emp whose sal is not within the specified range for the 

corresponding dept. 

SELECT  NAME,SALARY FROM EMP E, DEPARTMENT D WHERE E.DEP=D.DEPT AND 

SALARY BETWEEN MINSAL AND MAXSAL; 

e. Display the name of dept and the name of corresponding HOD for all the dept. 
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SELECT NAME,DNAME FROM EMP E, DEPARTMENT D WHERE E.HOD=D.NO; 

 

(B) Identify the foreign keys ( if any) of these tables. 

Ans: In table EMP ,DEPT is foreign key referring to DEPT of DEPERTMENT table. In table 

DEPERTMENT,  HOD is foreign key referring to NO of EMP table 

 
9. There are two tables T1 and T2 in a database. Cardinality and degree of T1 are 3 and 5. 
Cardinality and degree of T2 are 4 and 5. What will be the degree and cardinality of their Cartesian 
product. 

Ans: 

TABLE CARDINALITY DEGREE 

T1 3 5 

T2 4 5 

T1×T2 
(Cartesian Product of T1 and T2) 

12 10 

  
 
 

10.  Write SQL commands for the statements (i) to (iv) and give outputs for SQL queries (v) to (viii) 
 

WORKERS 

W_ID FIRSTNAME LASTNAME ADDRESS CITY 

102 Sam Tones 33 Elm St. Paris 

105 Sarah Ackerman 440 U.S. 110 New York 

144 Manila Sengupta 24 Friends Street New Delhi 

210 George Smith 83 First Street Howard 

255 Mary Jones 842 Vine Ave. Losantiville 

300 Robert Samuel 9 Fifth Cross Wasington 

335 Henry Williams  12Moore Street Boston 

403 Ronny Lee 121 Harrison St. New York 

451 Pat Thompson 11 Red Road Paris 

 
DESIG 

W_ID SALARY BENEFITS DESIGNATION 

102 75000 15000 Manager 

105 85000 25000 Director 

144 70000 15000 Manager 

210 75000 12500 Manager 

255 50000 12000 Clerk 

300 45000 10000 Clerk 

335 40000 10000 Clerk 

400 32000 7500 Salesman 

451 28000 7500 Salesman 

(i) To display W_ID, FIRSTNAME, ADDRESS and CITY of all employees living in 

NEW YORK from the table WORKERS. 

SELECT * FROM WORKERS WHERE CITY=’NEW YORK’; 

(ii) To display the content of workers table in ascending order of LASTNAME. 

SELECT * FROM WORKERS ORDER BY LASTNAME; 
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(iii) To display the FIRSTNAME, LASTNAME and total salary of all clerks from the 

tables WORKERS and DESIGN, where total salary is calculated as SALARY + 

BENEFITS. 

SELECT  FIRSTNAME, LASTNAME, SALARY+BENEFITS AS “TOTAL SALARY” 

FROM WORKERS W,DESIG D WHERE W.W_ID=D.WID AND 

DESIGNATION=’CLERK’; 

(iv) To display the minimum salary among Managers and Clerks from the table DESIG. 

SELECT MIN( SALARY) FROM DESIG WHERE DESIGNATION 

IN(‘CLERL’,’MANAGER’); 

(v) SELECT FIRSTNAME, SALARY FROM WORKERS, DESIG WHERE 

DESIGNATION = ‘Manager’ AND WORKERS.W_ID = DESIG.W_ID 

(vi) SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT DESIGNATION) FROM DESIG. 

Ans:  4 

(vii) SELECT DESIGNATION, SUM(SALARY)  FROM DESIG  GROUP BY 

DESIGNATION  HAVING COUNT(*)<3; 

 

 

 

Ans: 

 

 

 

 

(viii) SELECT SUM(BENEFITS) FROM WORKERS WHERE DESIGNATION = 

‘Salesman’; 

Ans: 15000 

11. Consider a database LOANS with the following table: 

Table: Loan_Accounts  

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Answer the following questions. 

Create Database and use it 

1. Create the database LOANS. 

Mysql> Create Database LOANS; 

Designation Salary 

DIRECTOR 85000 

SALESMAN 60000 

AccNo Cust_Name Loan_Amount Instalments Int_Rate Start_Date Interest 

1  R.K. Gupta  300000  36  12.00  19-07-2009  

2  S.P. Sharma  500000  48  10.00  22-03-2008  

3  K.P. Jain  300000  36  NULL  08-03-2007  

4  M.P. Yadav  800000  60  10.00  06-12-2008  

5  S.P. Sinha  200000  36  12.50  03-01-2010  

6  P. Sharma  700000  60  12.50  05-06-2008  

7  K.S. Dhall  500000  48  NULL  05-03-2008  
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2. Use the database LOANS. 

Mysql> Use LOANS; 

 

Create Table / Insert Into 

3. Create the table Loan_Accounts and insert tuples in it. 

Mysql>Create table Loan_Acc (AccNo int primary key, 

Cust_Name varchar(30), Loan_Amount int, Installment int, Int_Rate  number(5,3), 

Start_Date date, Interest number(7,2)); 

 

Mysql> Insert into Loan_Acc values(1,’R.K. GUPTA’,300000,36,12.0.’2009-07-19’); 

 

Simple Select 

4. Display the details of all the loans. 

Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc; 

5. Display the AccNo, Cust_Name, and Loan_Amount of all the loans. 

Mysql> Select Acc_No,Cust_Name,Loan_Amount  from Loan_Acc; 

 

Conditional Select using Where Clause 

6. Display the details of all the loans with less than 40 instalments. 

Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc where  Instalment <40; 

7. Display the AccNo and Loan_Amount of all the loans started before 01-04-2009. 

Mysql> Select AccNo, Loan_Amount  from Loan_Acc where Start_Date <’2009-04-01’; 

8. Display the Int_Rate of all the loans started after 01-04-2009. 

Mysql> Select Int_Rate  from Loan_Acc where Start_date>’2009-04-01’; 

REVISION TOUR 

Using NULL 

9. Display the details of all the loans whose rate of interest is NULL. 

Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc where Int_rate is NULL; 

10. Display the details of all the loans whose rate of interest is not NULL. 

Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc  where Int_rate is  not NULL; 

 

Using DISTINCT Clause 

11. Display the amounts of various loans from the table Loan_Accounts. A loan amount 

should appear only once. 

 Mysql> Select DISTINCT Loan_Amount from Loan_Acc; 

12. Display the number of instalments of various loans from the table Loan_Accounts. An 

instalment should appear only once.. 
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 Mysql> Select DISTINCT Instalment  from Loan_Acc; 

 

Using Logical Operators (NOT, AND, OR) 

13. Display the details of all the loans started after 31-12-2008 for which the number of 

instalments are more than 36. 

 Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc where  Start_Date>’2008-12-31’ and Instalment>36; 

14. Display the Cust_Name and Loan_Amount for all the loans which do not have number 

of instalments 36. 

 Mysql> Select Cust_Name, Loan_Amount from Loan_Acc where Instalment <>36; 

15. Display the Cust_Name and Loan_Amount for all the loans for which the loan amount 

is less than 500000 or int_rate is more than 12. 

Mysql> Select Cust_Name, Loan_Amount from Loan_Acc where Loan_Amount <500000 or 

Int_rate>12; 

16. Display the details of all the loans which started in the year 2009. 

 Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc where Year(Start_Date)=2009; 

 

17. Display the details of all the loans whose Loan_Amount is in the range 400000 to 

500000. 

 Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc where Loan_Amount between 400000 and 50000; 

18. Display the details of all the loans whose rate of interest is in the range 11% to 12%. 

 Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc where Int_Rate between 11 and 12; 

 

Using IN Operator 

19. Display the Cust_Name and Loan_Amount for all the loans for which the number of 

instalments are 24, 36, or 48. (Using IN operator) 

 Mysql> Select Cust_Name, Loan_Amount  from Loan_Acc  where Instalment IN(24,36,48); 

REVISION TOUR 

Using LIKE Operator 

20. Display the AccNo, Cust_Name, and Loan_Amount for all the loans for which the 

Cust_Name ends with 'Sharma'. 

 Mysql> Select AccNo, Cust_name  from Loan_Acc  where  

Cust_Name like ‘%Sharma’; 

21. Display the AccNo, Cust_Name, and Loan_Amount for all the loans for which the 

Cust_Name ends with 'a'. 

 Mysql> Select AccNo, Cust_name,Loan_Amount  from Loan_Acc  where  

Cust_Name like ‘%a’; 

22. Display the AccNo, Cust_Name, and Loan_Amount for all the loans for which the 

Cust_Name contains 'a' 
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 Mysql> Select AccNo, Cust_name,Loan_Amount  from Loan_Acc  where  

Cust_Name like ‘%a%’; 

23. Display the AccNo, Cust_Name, and Loan_Amount for all the loans for which the 

Cust_Name does not contain 'P'. 

 Mysql> Select AccNo, Cust_name,Loan_Amount  from Loan_Acc  where  

NOT (Cust_Name like ‘%P%’); 

24. Display the AccNo, Cust_Name, and Loan_Amount for all the loans for which the 

Cust_Name contains 'a' as the second last character. 

 Mysql> Select AccNo, Cust_name,Loan_Amount  from Loan_Acc  where  

Cust_Name like ‘%a_’; 

 

Using ORDER BY clause 

25. Display the details of all the loans in the ascending order of their Loan_Amount. 

 Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc ORDER BY Loan_Amount; 

28. Display the details of all the loans in the descending order of their Start_Date. 

 Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc ORDER BY Start_date DESC; 

29. Display the details of all the loans in the ascending order of their Loan_Amount and 

within Loan_Amount in the descending order of their Start_Date. 

 Mysql> Select * from Loan_Acc ORDER BY Loan_Amount, Start_Date DESC; 

 

Using UPDATE, DELETE, ALTER TABLE 

30. Put the interest rate 11.50% for all the loans for which interest rate is NULL. 

 Mysql> Update Loan_Acc SET Int_Rate =11.50 Where Int_Rate IS NULL: 

31. Increase the interest rate by 0.5% for all the loans for which the loan amount is more 

than 400000. 

  

Mysql> Update Loan_Acc SET Int_Rate= Int_Rate+0.5  

Where Loan_Amount >400000; 

32. For each loan replace Interest with (Loan_Amount*Int_Rate*Instalments) 12*100. 

 Mysql> Update Loan_Acc  

SET Interest=(Loan_Amount*Int_Rate*Instalments) /12*100; 

33. Delete the records of all the loans whose start date is before 2007. 

 Mysql> Delete From Loan_Acc Where Year(Start_Date)<2007; 

34. Delete the records of all the loans of 'K.P. Jain' 

 Mysql> Delete From Loan_Acc Where Cust_Name=’K.P.Jain’; 

35. Add another column Category of type CHAR(1) in the Loan table. 

 Mysql> Alter Table Loan_Acc  ADD (Category CHAR(1) ); 
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Find the Output of the following queries 

36. SELECT cust_name, LENGTH(Cust_Name), LCASE(Cust_Name), UCASE(Cust_Name) 

FROM Loan_Accounts WHERE Int_Rate < 11.00; 

  

Cust_Name Length(Cust_Name) LCASE(Cust_Name) UCASE(Cust_Name) 

S.P. Sharma 11 s.p. sharma S.P. SHARMA 

M.P. Yadav 10 m.p. yadav M.P. YADAV 

 

37. SELECT LEFT(Cust_Name, 3), Right(Cust_Name, 3), SUBSTR(Cust_Name, 1, 3) FROM 

Loan_Accounts WHERE Int_Rate > 10.00; 

LEFT(Cust_Name, 3) Right(Cust_Name, 3) SUBSTR(Cust_Name, 1, 3) 

R.K pta R.K 

S.P nha S.P 

P.  rma P. 

 

38. SELECT RIGHT(Cust_Name, 3), SUBSTR(Cust_Name, 5) FROM Loan_Accounts; 

RIGHT(Cust_Name, 3) SUBSTR(Cust_Name, 5) 

pta  Gupta 

rma Sharma 

ain Jain 

dav Yadav 

nha Sinha 

rma harma 

all Dhall 

 

39. SELECT DAYOFMONTH(Start_Date) FROM Loan_Accounts; 

DAYNAME(Start_Date) 

19 

22 

08 

06 

03 

05 

05 
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Unit 4 
IT Applications 

 
 E-GOVERNANCE:  
 
           It refers to application of electronic means in governance with an aim of fulfilling the  
           requirements of common man at affordable costs and in fastest possible time.  
 

 Social impacts of E- Governance: 
 Improved the efficiency of administration and service delivery 
 Reduced waiting time 
 Reduced Cost 
 Increased public participation 
 Increased  transparency  

 

 Some E-Governance websites are: 
        

Name of  Website Purpose 

www.incometaxindia.gov.in It Provides all the services of Income Tax department. 

www.indiancourts.nic.in It provides information related to Supreme Court and 
High Courts of India . 

www.rti.gov.in Right to information Act 2005 mandates timely 
response to citizen requests for government 
information. 

india.gov.in This portal not only gives the  
information about Government of India, but also allows 
the users to apply online for various services provided 
by the government.  

www.drdo.nic.in Defense Research and Development organization.  
 

 

 E-BUSINESS:  
           It refers to any form of transaction (exchange) that uses an electronic medium to  
           facilitate the transaction.  
 

 Social impacts of E- Business: 
  
 Reductions in transactions and other costs 
 Un- shortened supply chain 
 Improved customer service 
 Increased productivity/efficiency 
 Access to international markets 

 

 Some E-Business websites are: 
 

Name of  Website Purpose 

www.irctc.co.in It provides online railway ticket reservation in India. 

wwwlicindia.com Insurance company of India 

www.ebay.in India’s most popular online shopping mall providing free 
online auctions. 

www.amazon.com Online store for Books , CD’s, DVD’s, MP3’s etc. 

www.yatra.com Online flight ticket booking service 
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 E-LEARNING:  
           It is a flexible term used to describe a means of teaching through technology such as a  
           network, browser, CDROM or DVD multimedia platform. .  
 
 

 Social impacts of E- Learning: 
 Availability of same course to millions 
 Boon for working class 
 Apprehensive Employers 
 Cultural differences obstruct the true aim of e- learning 
 High Dropout rate. 

 

 Some E-learning websites are:  
                             

Name of  Website Purpose 

www.moodle.org It is Open source Course Management System(CMS) , 
also called as Learning Management System(LMS) 

www.w3schools.com Online web tutorial 

www.exelearning.org Freely available open source application useful  in 
publishing of web content. 

www.ncert.nic.in Interactive module for students  to learn various topics 

www.gcflearnfree.org It is an educational part of the GCF mission. GCF 

creates  
and provides quality, innovative online learning 
opportunities to anyone who wants to improve the 
technology, literacy, and math skills 

 
 

 GUI  AND ITS IMPORTANCE  
 
           GUI (Graphical User Interface) that uses a graphical interface to interact with the user  
           also it is a collection of elements called objects.  
 
           Front End:  
                   It is the end that interacts with the user and collects inputs from the user.  
 
          Back End:  
 
                   It is the end that is not visible but that processes the user requests as received  
                   by the front –end.  
 

 FRONT-END INTERFACE  
 
           Front end and back end are generalized terms that refer to the initial and the  
           end stages of a process. The front end is responsible for collecting input in  
           various forms from the user and processing it to conform to a specification the  
           back end can use. The front end is an interface between the user and the back  
           end.  
 

 Design of a GUI Front-end  
 
  1) Visibility of system status  

   2)Match between system and the real world  
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   3)User control and freedom  

  4)Consistency and standards  

  5)Error prevention  

  6)Recognition rather than recall  

  7)Flexibility and efficiency of use  

  8)Aesthetic and minimalist design  

  9)Help users recognize,diagnose,and recover from errors  

 10)Help and documentation  

 
 

 Contents and Features of Front-end  
 
        The graphical objects that facilitate with users are also known as User-Interface Objects  
     
 Features of Front-end:  
 
       * Display features  
       * Functionality features  
 
  Display Features of Fronts End  
 
       1)Conventional use of Icon  

       2)Use of Conventionally Reserved Words  

       3)Provides Visual Feedback(Also Responsiveness features)  

       4)Rare Use of Audible Feedback  

       5)Use Controls Correctly in Conventional way  

 
 Functionality features of Front End 
 
        1)Provided Keyboard Support(Performance features)  

        2)Effective Usage of Modal and Modeless Windows(Performance features)  

        3)Takes Validates and its types  

        4)Required fields  

        5)Formatting  

        6)Logical  

        7)Security features . 
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QUESTION  &  ANSWERS 

 

Q1 What is front end application?  

Ans: A "front-end" application interacts with the user and collects inputs from the user. 

 

Q2 What is back end application?  

Ans:. A "back-end" application or program  is not directly  visible to the user  but that processes the 
user requests as received  by the front –end.  For example databases like MySQL, Oracle, OOo 
Base, MS-Access etc.  
 

Q.3 What is e-Governance?  

Ans: E-Governance is the use of a range of modern information and communication 

technologies such as internet , local area network, mobiles etc. by government to improve 

effectiveness of their services.  

 

 Q4 What is e-Learning?  

Ans: . E-Learning is a delivery of  learning, training or education program by electronic means. 

 

Q5 What do you mean by E-Business?  

Ans: E-business is a term used to described business run on the computer. 

 

Q6 What are objectives of E- Governance?  

Ans: Objectives of E- Governance are: 

a. Improves Government processes  

b. Increases the efficiency and speed in a transparent manner.  

c. Simplify administrative transactions.  

d. Citizen can participate in decision making process  

 

Q7 List the advantages of E Governance.  

Ans: Advantages are :- 

a. Improved quality of information and information supply.  

b. Reduction of process time.  

c. Cost reduction  

d. Improved service level  

e. Increased efficiency.  

 

Q8. How E-learning is useful to learner.  
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 Ans: a. It enables students to complete training conveniently at off-hours or from home.  

        b. Self pacing for slow and quick learners reduces stress and increased satisfaction.  

        c. Interactivity engage users, pushing them rather than pulling them through training etc 

 

 

Q9. Why E-learning is preferred?  

Ans: E-learning is preferred because it provides faster learning at reduced cost, increased 

accessed  

to learning and clear accountability for all participants in the learning process. 

 

Q10. What are the importance of E-business?  

Ans: 1)Reductions in transactions and other cost 

        2)Un- shortened supply chain 

       3)Improved customer service 

       4)Increased productivity/efficiency 

      5)Access to international markets 
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INFORMATICS PRACTICES 
CLASS-XII 

Solution of Session : 2011 Question Paper 
MARKING SCHEME 

  

 
1. (a)  Ans Firewall or Intrusion Detection System  

(1 mark for correct answer)  
 

(b)  Ans Repeater  

(1 mark for correct answer)  
 

(c)  Ans Uninterrupted Power Supply  

(1 mark for correct answer)  
 

(d)                       Ans Devnagari, Bengali, Gurmukhi, Gujarati, Kannada, Malayalam, Oriya, Tamil,  

           Arabic, Telugu  

( mark each for naming any two correct Indian scripts)  
 

(e)  Ans Proprietary software  

Has to be paid for  

Source code not available 

Cannot be copied / distributed  

         Open Source software  
 

Free and therefore need not be paid for  

Source code available for change  

Can be copied and distributed  
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(1 mark each for any two correct points)  
 

(f)  Ans. i) Bus Topology  

              ii)  Star Topology  . 

(1 mark for each correct answer)  
 

(g)  Ans. Worm  
 

Self-replicating malware without user intervention  

Consumes high volume of bandwidth leading to Denial of service (DoS)  

Trojan Horse  
 

Appears to perform a desirable function for the user  
 

Steals information through a 'backdoor' /Records browsing activities  

without the knowledge of the user  
 

Causes system crash or freeze  

(1 mark for any 1 point under each 

definition)  
 

Note: Any relevant explanation with regards to Threats to 

Network Security also to be considered as the correct answer.  

 

2.  Ans. IF statement  
 

(1 mark for identifying IF as the correct 
statement)  

 
(b)  Ans <JTextField>.setEditable (false)  
 

(1 mark for the correct answer)  
 

(c)  Ans <TABLE></TABLE> tags are used for making a table.  
 

<TR></TR> are used for adding rows in a HTML 
document.  

 
( mark each for naming both tags)  
 
Note: Mentioning only <TABLE> and <TR> also 
acceptable  
 

(d)  Ans. <OL> stands for ordered list OR This tag is used to display an ordered/  
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numbered list.  
 

<UL> stands for unordered list OR This tag is used to display a bulleted 
list.  
 
(1 mark for anyone correct difference)  
 

(e)  Ans. P:13 Q:133  
 

(1 mark each for correct value of P and Q)  
 

(f)   
 

Ans XML  HTML  

Defines, stores and retrieves the data Defines how webpage is displayed  

XML tags are not predefined.  HTML tags are predefined  
 

New tags can be created as per need New tags cannot be defined  

XML tags must have a closing tag.  HTML tags may not have closing tag  
 

XML tags are case-sensitive.  HTML tags are not case-sensitive.  

 
(1 mark each for any 2 correct differences)  

(g)   

Ans double cost = Double.parseDouble(jTextField1.getText( ));  

int n = Integer.parselnt (jTextField2.getText( ));  

double amount = cost * n;  

jTextField3.setText(amount + "");  

jTextFitlld4.setText (amount * 0.20+ " ");  

( mark for anyone correct conversion statement)  

( mark for calculation of total amount)  

( mark for calculation of service tax)  

( mark for anyone correct setText( ) statement)  

Note: The data type for cost as float/int is also acceptable  
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3.  (a)   

Ans USE CONTACTS;  

(1 mark for correct answer)  

Note: Mentioning only USE command is also 

acceptable.  

(b)   

Ans (i) Sanjeev Deepak  

(ii) Sanjeev  

(1 mark for each correct output)  

(c)   

Ans   8   3 

(1 mark for each correct answer)  
 

(d)   

Ans  Alternate Key  Candidate Key  

A key that can act as a primary  A key that can be set as Primary key  

key but is not selected as primary  is called a candidate key.  

key  

(1 mark for any correct difference/definition)  
 

 

o

r

  
 
(1 mark for illustrating with example)  
 

(e)   
 

Ans A class is a logical unit - a user defined data type. lt encapsulates and binds 

the data members and the methods  

(1 mark for any correct definition)  
 

(f)   

Ans    int IntEmpId = Integer.parseInt (strEmpId) ;  

(1 mark for correct answer)  
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(Declaration of IntEmpld as ëint' is optional)  

 
 

(g)    

Ans SELECT * FROM Class WHERE Grade IS NULL;  

( 2 marks for correct answer)  
 

 
4 (a)   

 

Ans 32  

(2 marks for correct answer)  

(b)    

Ans switch (code)  

{ 

case 1 : Month = "January";  

break;  

case 2 : Month = "February";  

break; .  

case 3 : Month = "March";  

break;  

case 4 : Month = "April";  

break;  

default : Month = "No Match";  

} 

( mark for switch)  

( mark for Case labels)  

( mark for break)  

( mark for default label)  
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(c)  Ans  Cbse  

Final_Exam<tab>IP  

OR  

Cbse  

Final_Exam  IP  

(1 mark for correct output)  

( mark if '\n' and/or' \t' not taken into account)  

(d)  Ans. int k = 2 , sum = 0; // int k = 2; int sum = 0 ;  

do  

{ 

sum = k; // could also be written as sum = sum + k ;  

k+=2;  

} while (k<= 20) ;  

jTextFieldl.setText (Integer.toString (sum)) ;  

( mark each for correcting any four errors)  

OR  
 

(1 mark for only identifying any four errors - without making any 

correction)  
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(e)  Ans. 126  

(1 mark for correct answer) 
 
 
(f)  Ans. int Sum = 0, Step = 5;  
 

int i ; 
 

for (i=0 ; i<= 5 ; i++)  
 

{ 
 

Step + = 5; 

Sum + = Step;  
 

} 

jTextAreal.setText ("" + Sum);  

( mark each for identifying and correcting 4 errors)  

 
OR  
 
(1 mark for only identifying 4 errors- without making any correction)  
 

(g)    

Ans: 
g(i) jTextField4.setText ("0") ;  

jTextField5.setText ("0") ;  

jTextField4.setEditable(false) ;  

jTextField5. setEditable(false) ;  

( mark for assigning 0 to anyone of the textfields)  

( mark for setting anyone as un-editable)  

g(ii) double discount = 0.0 ;  

double billAmount = Double.parseDouble(jTextField2.getText());  

if (jRadioButton1.isSelected()) discount = 0.20;  

if (jRadioButton2.isSelected()) discount = 0.15; 

(jRadioButton3.isSelected()) discount = 0 .10;  

jTextField3.setText(billAmount * discount + "") ;  

if (billAmount > 25000)jTextField4.setText (billAmount*0.05+" ");  

jButton2.setEnabled(true) ;  
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(1 mark for calculating discount correctly)  

( mark for additional discount)  

( mark for enabling the button)  

(Any Object names are acceptable for JRadioButton objects)  

Note: Use of wrapper class like Integer etc. for converting to string is  

acceptable  

g(iii) doube netAmount = Double.parseDouble(jTextField2.getText()) -  2 

Double.parseDouble(jTextField3.getText()) -  

Double.parseDouble(jTextField4.getText()) ;  

jTextField5.setText(netAmount + " ") ;  

( mark for getting the value from textfield)  

(1 mark for calculating the net amount) ( mark for 

displaying the net amount)  

Note: Use of wrapper class like Integer etc. for converting to string is  

acceptable  

 

5 Ans ALTER TABLE command is used to modify the structure of a table.  

ALTER TABLE  
 

It is a DDL command  
 

Changes the underlying  

table structure  
 

Cannot be rolled back  

UPDATE  
 

It is a DML command  
 

Changes values of tuples in  

a table  
 

Can be rolled back  
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(1 mark for purpose of ALTER TABLE command)  

(1 mark for anyone difference between ALTER TABLE and UPDATE  

commands)  
 

(b) Ans. 12 (1 mark for correct answer)  
 

(c)  (i) 

Ans. SELECT Name FROM Exam WHERE Division = 'FIRST'  

ORDER BY Name;  

( mark for SELECT with WHERE clause)  

( mark for ORDER BY)  

Note: Like operator also acceptable  

(ii)  Ans. SELECT NAME, SUBJECT, STIPEND * 12  

FROM EXAM;  

( mark for selecting columns)  

( mark for computing annual stipend)  

(iii)  Ans. SELECT COUNT(*)  

FROM EXAM  

WHERE SUBJECT IN ('Accounts', 'Informatics') ;  

OR  

SELECT COUNT(*)  

FROM EXAM WHERE SUBJECT = 'Accounts' OR SUBJECT = ' Informatics' ;  

( mark for using count( ))  

( mark for WHERE Clause)  

Note: Like operator also acceptable  

(iv)   Ans. INSERT INTO EXAM VALUES (6, "Mohan", 500, "English", 73, "SECOND");  

OR  
 

INSERT INTO EXAM (NO, NAME, STIPEND, SUBJECT, AVERAGE, DIVISION)  

VALUES (6, "Mohan", 500, "English", 73, "SECOND");  

( mark for INSERT INTO)  

( mark for writing VALUES in correct order)  
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(v) Ans. 475  

(1 mark for correct answer)  
 

(vi)  Ans. 6  

(1 mark for correct answer)  
 

(vii)  Ans. 68  

(1 mark for correct answer)  
 

6 (a)  Ans CREATE TABLE BANK Acct_number INTEGER (4) PRIMARY KEY,  
 

Name VARCHAR(3) ,  

BirthDate DATE,  
 

Balance INTEGER ( 8 ) NOT NULL  

);  

(1/2 mark for CREATE TABLE)  

 
(1/2 mark for fields with appropriate data types)  

(1/2 mark for PRIMARY KEY constraint)  

 
(1/2 mark for NOT NULL constraint)  
 

(b) (i)  Ans SELECT * FROM ITEM WHERE PRICE BETWEEN; 40 AND 95;  

OR  

SELECT * FROM ITEM WHERE PRICE >= 40 AND PRICE <= 95;  

( mark for SELECT)  

( mark for BETWEEN/WHERE Clause)  

(ii)  Ans. SELECT CUSTOMERNAME, CITY, ITEMNAME, PRICE  

FROM CUSTOMER CUST, ITEM  

WHERE CUST.ID = ITEM.ID;  

(1 mark for correct use of SELECT and FROM)  

(1 mark for correct use of WHERE clause)  

Note: Use of table aliases is acceptable  

(iii)  Ans UPDATE ITEM SET PRICE = PRICE + 50 ;  

(1 mark for UPDATE)  
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(1 mark for SET)  

(c)  Ans. Deptno  

(1 mark for correct answer)  

(ii)  Ans. Vishakha  Lights  

Manish  Dance  

( mark for each correct line)  
 

 
7.  (a)  Ans Brings rapid change in the social fabric characterized by globalization of markets  

business and government policies  

(1 mark for anyone correct point)  

(b)  Ans 

 Self paced learning  

Unlimitedrevisions  

Facilitates electronic delivery of customized learning objects  

Facilitates teacher-student interaction  

Facilitates peer-peer interaction  

( mark each for any two correct points)  

(c)  Ans Provides citizens access to information about the processes and services.  

Facilitates a speedy, transparent, accountable and efficient process for  

performing government administrative activities.  

Uses modern information and telecommunication technologies such as  

internet, Local area networks to enhance efficiency  

A lot of productive time of government servants and general public is  

saved.  

e.Governance portal:  
 

www.incometaxindia.gov.in  

supremecourtofindia. nic.in  
 

passport.gov. in  

https://www.irctc.co.in  

( mark each for any three correct features)  

( mark for anyone correct e-Governance portal)  
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(d)  Ans Label  

(ii)  Ans. ListBox/Check Box  

(iii)  Ans. TextArea [MostAppropriate answer]  
 

TextField [Also acceptable]  

(iv)  Ans. RadioButton/ComboBox [Most 

Appropriate answer]  

TextField [Also acceptable]  

( mark each for correct answer)  
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INFORMATICS PRACTICES 
CLASS-XII 

Solution of Session : 2012 Question Paper 
MARKING SCHEME 

Q.1.  
(a)UTP or Coaxial cable or STP 
(1 mark for correct answer) 
(b) Devnagi or telgu or any two Indian scripts 
(1/2  mark for correct answer) 
(c ) Proprietary : MS Office and Open : Open Office or any other example 
(1/2  mark for correct answer) 
(d) Google Crome &  Mozilla Firefox or any two other 
(1/2  mark for correct answer) 
(e) (i) Repeater or switch (1  mark for correct answer) 
      (ii) LAN  or Local Area Network  (1  mark for correct answer) 
(f) More efficient  Or Faults can be diagnosed easily 
(1  mark for advantage) and (1  mark for any star topology layout) 
(g) URL: http://www.cbse.nic.in/welcome.html  
(1 mark for url) 
      Domain: http://www.cbse.nic.in 
(1 mark for domain name) 
Q.2 (a) ListBox or ComboBox 
(1 mark for any correct answer) 
(b) break stops the flow of logic within the switch and the statement immediately following the switch is 
executed. 
(1/2 mark for the purpose of break) 
Example: 
Switch(n) 
{ 
case 10:  
System.out.println(“Ten”); 
break; 
case 20:  
System.out.println(“Twenty”); 
break; 
default: 
System.out.println(“Error”); 
} 
(1/2 mark for any correct example) 
( c) <ol> 
(1 mark for the correct answer) 
(d) <a href=http://www.cbse.nic.in>cbse site</a> 
(1 mark for correct html tag) 
(e) Syntax error or program will not compile or no output 
(2 marks to awarded for any answer) 
(f) Mega bits per second 
( 1 mark for identifying unit of measures) 
(1 mark for expansion) 
(g) double n = Double.parseDouble(jTextField1.getText()); 
 double m= n*n*n; 

http://www.cbse.nic.in/welcome.html
http://www.cbse.nic.in/
http://www.cbse.nic.in/
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jTextField2.setText(“”+m); 
( 1 mark for getting the value of jTextField) 
(1/2 mark for calculating cube) 
(1/2 mark for displaying in jTextField2) 
Q3. 

(a) use <database_name> , eg: use school; 

(1 mark for the correct answer) 
(b) drop table backup 

(1 mark for the correct answer) or (1/2 mark for mentioning drop) 
(c) Rollback aborts the transaction and does not saves any changes made to the database during 

the transaction. 

Commit saves any changes made to the database during the transaction. 
(1/2 mark for the rollback and ½ for commit) 
 

(d) 12      6 

(1/2 mark for rowk and ½ for column) 
(e) Referential integrity enforcement ensures that values must exist in the referred table for 

successful insertion in the dependent table. 

(2 mark for the correct answer) 
(f) String strItemCode= Integer.to String(intItemCode) 

(2 mark for the correct answer) 
(g) Select name , class from students where course_name  is  null  

Or 
Select name , class from students where course_name  like  “%economics”  
(2 mark for the correct answer) 

Q.4 
(a) Eligible or error 
(2 mark for the correct answer) 
(b) if(c==0) 
Amount=Bill; 
else if(c==1) 
Amount=0.9*Bill; 
else if(c==2) 
Amount=0.8*Bill; 
else  
Amount=Bill; 
(2 mark for the correct answer) 
(c ) 6 
(1 mark for the correct answer) 
(d) GREAT 
COUNTRY INDIA 
OR 
Error 
(1 mark for correct answer) 
(e) 5  6 
Or 
Error 
(2 mark for correct answer) 
(f)  
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(2 mark for correct answer) 
(g)  
(i) int s=Integer.parseInt(jTextField1.getText()); 
    int e=Integer.parseInt(jTextField2.getText()); 
while(s<=e) 
(jTextArea1.append(“”+s+” “); 
S+=2; 
} 
(2 mark for correct query) 
(ii) jtextfield1.setText (“”); 
jtextfield2.setText (“”); 
jtextArea1.setText (“”); 
(2 mark for correct query) 
(iii) System.exit(0); 
(1 mark for correct query) 
Q.5 
(a) order by clause sort the projection by the specified order. 
Group by clause group tuples together based on the specified condition 
Or any other relevant explanation 
(2 mark for correct answer) 
(b) 4           5 
(1 mark for correct query) 
(c ) (i) select item from shoppe where item like ‘c%’ order by price asc.  
(1 mark for correct query) 
(ii) select code, item,city from shoppe where qty < 100 
(1 mark for correct query) 
(iii) select count(distinct city) from shoppe 
(1 mark for correct query) 
(iv) insert into shoppe values(110,’pizza’,’papa zones’, 120,’kolkata’,50.0 
(1 mark for correct query) 
(vJam 
   Coffee 
(1 mark for correct query) 
(vi) 3 
(1 mark for correct query) 
(vii) 56 
(1 mark for correct query) 
Q.6 (a)  
Create table stock 
( id decimal(4) primary key, 
Name varchar(20), 
Company varchar(20), 
Price decimal(8) not null); 
(1/2 mark for create table, ½ mark for datatype and ½ mark for constraint) 
(b) (i) select item.icode,iname,brand from item,brand where item.icode =brand.icode and price between 
20000 and 45000 
(2 mark for correct query) 
(ii) select item.icode,price,brand from item,brand where item.icode =brand.icode and iname=’television’ 
(2 mark for correct query) 
(iii) update item set price = price*1.15 
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(2 mark for correct query) 
(c ) (i) p_no 
(1 mark for correct query) 
(ii) ALTER TABLE Patient ADD Department varchar2(30); 
(1 mark for correct query) 
Q7(a) Transparency of governance 
Or efficiency of governance 
Or any other relevant point 
( 1 mark for writing any impact) 
(b)  
(I ) helps customet to order online 
(ii) helps inter business transactions 
Commonly used e-business sites are 
(I ) e-Bay.com 
(ii) amazon.com 
(1/2 mark for any two features) 
(1/2 mark for any two websites) 
( c)  
 Control 
TextBox 
RadioButton 
ListBox/ComboBox 

ComboBox/CheckBox/RadioButton/ListBox (1/2 mark for each answer) 
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SAMPLE PAPER – I 
CLASS XII   

INFORMATICS PRACTICES (065) 

Q.1:             
a. Which protocol is used for the transfer of hypertext documents on the internet? 1 

b. Which transmission medium should be used to transfer data across two continents at 

very high speed?        1 

c. Define any two threats to network security.     2 

d. Distinguish between open source software and proprietary software with reference to 

customizability of the software.       2 

e. Sujata says that the following numbers indicate an address?   2 

208.77.188.166 
What is the above address called? To which object/device is it assigned? 

f. Differentiate between star and bus topology of networks.    2 

 
Q.2:             

a. What is the purpose of default clause in a switch statement?   1 

b. Raman has developed a java application through which the students of her school can 

view their marks by entering their admission number. The marks are displayed in various 

text fields. What should she do so that the students are able to view but not change their 

marks in text fields.        1 

c. Which HTML tag inserts a horizontal straight line on a web page?  1 

d. What is XML?         1 

e. What will be the values of x and y after execution of the following code:  2 

Intx,y=0; 
for (x=1;x<=5;++x) 
y=x++; 
--y; 

f. How many times will each of the following loops execute? Which one of these is an entry 

control loop and which one is an exit control loop?    2 

Loop1: 
int sum=0,i=5; 
do 
{ 
sum+=i; 
i++; 
} 
while(i<5); 

Loop2: 
int sum=0,i=5; 
while(i<5) 
{ 
sum+=i; 
i++; 
} 

 
g. Mention the purpose of each of the following HTML tags:    2 

<BR>, <LI>, <HR>, <TABLE>. 
Q.3:             

a. If a database “Employee” exists, which Mysql command helps you to start working in that 

database?         1 
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b. While creating a table ‘Customer’, Simran forgot to set the Primary key for the table. Give 

the statement which she should write now to set the column ‘Custid’ as the Primary key 

of the table?          1 

c. “Book” is a relation and price is a column of this relation. Pooja, a student wants to find 

the details of books whose prices have not been entered she wrote the following query: 

Select * from Book where Price =Null; 
Help Pooja to run the query by removing the errors from the query and rewriting it 
          1 

d. Can a table have multiple primary keys? Can it have multiple foreign keys?Justify.1 

e. In a Student table, out of RollNumber, Name, Address which column can be set as 

Primary Key and why?        2 

f. The Item_no and Cost columns of a table “Items” are given below:  2 

Item_no Cost 

101 5000 

102 NULL 

103 4000 

104 6000 

105 NULL 

Based on this information, find the output of the following queries: 
i. SELECT AVG(Cost) FROM Items; 

ii. SELECT Cost+100 FROM Items where Item_no>103; 

g. A table “Stock” in a database has 5 columns and contains 17 records. What is the degree 

and cardinality of this table?       2 

Q.4:             
a. Define Inheritance with reference to object oriented programming.  1 

b. A phone number, consisting of 10 digits, is stored in a string variable strPhone. Now it is 

required to store this phone number in a Long type variable lngPhone. Write a Java 

statement to do this.        1 

c. What will be the content of jTextField1 after executing the following code:  1 

intnum=6; 
num=num+1; 
if (num>5) 

jTextField1.setText(Integer.toString(num)); 
else 

jTextField1.setText(Integer.toString(num+5); 
d. Write the content stored in textfield after the following statement is executed? 1 

jTextField1.setText(“Informatics”, substring(3,5)); 
e. Rewrite the following code using a for loop:     2 

int i=1,sum=0; 
while (i<10) 
{ 
sum+=i; 
 i+=2; 
} 
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f. The following code has some error(s). Rewrite the correct code underlining all the 

corrections made:        2 

int i=2; j=5; 
while j>i 
{ 
jTextField1.getText(“j is greater”); 
j--; 
++I; 
} 
jOptionPane.showMessageDialog(“Hello”); 

g. What will be the contents of jTextField1 and jTextField2 after executing the following 

code:          2 

String s =”ABC Micro Systems”;    
 jTextField1.setText(s.length()+””); 

jTextField2.setText(s.toLowerCase()); 
h. Richika is a programmer at Alpha Builders. To calculate wages to be paid to laborers she 

has developed the following GUI in Netbeans:  

 
Male and Female labourers are respectively paid at the rate of Rs. 140/- per day and Rs. 
160/- per day. Skilled labourers are paid extra at the rate of Rs. 50/- per day. 

iii. What should be done so that only one of the radio buttons(male and female) can 

be selected at a time?       1 

iv. Write code to do the following: 

1. Calculate and display the total wages in the corresponding label when 

the “Calculate wages” button is pressed.    3 

2. Clear the name and no. of days worked text fields when “clear” button is 

clicked.        1 

3. Close the application when the “stop” button is pressed.  1 

(You can assume any suitable names for various controls on the form.) 
Q.5:            

a. What is the purpose of Drop table command in SQL? How is it different from delete 

command?         2 

b. Write the output of the following SQL queries:     2 

v. SELECT ROUND(6.5675,2); 
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vi. SELECT TRUNCATE(5.3456,1); 

vii. SELECT DAYOFMONTH(‘2009-08-25’); 

viii. SELECT MID(‘Class 12’,2,3); 

c. Consider the table Projects given below. Write commands in SQL for (i) to (iv) and output 

for (v) to (viii).          

   

 
ix. To display all information about projects of Medium ProjSize.  1  

x. To list the ProjSize of Projects whose ProjName ends with LITL.  1 

xi. To list ID, name, size and cost of all the Projects in descending order of 

StartDate.        1 

xii. To count the number of Projects of cost less than 100000.  1 

xiii. SELECT sum(Cost) FROM projects;     1/2 

xiv. SELECT DISTINCT (ProjSize) FROM projects;    1/2 

xv. SELECT COUNT(*) FROM projects WHERE ProjSize=”Large”;  1/2 

xvi. SELECT MAX(Cost) FROM Projects WHERE ProjSize=”Medium”; 1/2 

Q.6:             
a. Write an SQL query to create a table “TEAMS” with the following structure: [2] 
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b. In a database there are two tables “Company” and “Model” as shown below:  

 

 

 

xvii. Identify the foreign key column in the table “model”.   1 

xviii. Check every value in CompID column of both the tables. Do you find any 

discrepancy?Explain.       1  

xix. Write ansql command to display the details of those companies having CompID 

as 3.         1 

xx. Write ansql command to list all the details of Models whoseCompID is 2.  1 

xxi. Display ModelID,ModelCost and corresponding CompName for each company. 

         1  

xxii. Display the details of companies whose CompId is greater than 2. 1 

xxiii. How many columns will be present in the Cartesian product of both tables.1 
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Q.7:             
c. How is e-learning beneficial to students. Write any 2 points.   1 

d. How has our society benefited from e-governance? Write 2 points.  2 

e. Aman works for a school. He wishes to create controls on a form for the following 

functions. Choose appropriate controls from Text box, label, radio button, check box, list 

box, combo box,command button and write in the third column.   2 
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SAMPLE PAPER – I 
CLASS XII   

INFORMATICS PRACTICES (065) 

Marking Scheme 

1. Question 

a. HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) 

(1 mark for abbreviation and/or full form). 
b. Satellite 

(1 mark for correct answer) 
c. Denial of service: It refers to any threat that prevents the legitimate users from accessing 

the network resources or processing capabilities. 

Snooping: It refers to any threat that results in an unauthorized user obtaining information 
about a network or the traffic over that network. 
(1 mark each for correctlydefining any two threats) 

d. Source code of open source software is available to the user and therefore the user can 

customize it according to the user and therefore the user can customize it according to 

his/her own requirements and capability. Whereas the source code of a proprietary 

software is available only with its vendor/developer. Therefore, it cannot be customized 

by the user as per his/her requirements. 

(2 marks for correct distinction) 
e. The above address is called an IP address or internet protocol address. It is numerical 

label that assigned to devices participating in a network. 

(1 mark for each part) 
f. Star topology : It is characterized by central switching node (communication controller) 

and unique path (point to point link) for each host. It is easy to add and remove hosts 

easily. 

       Star Topology 
Bus Topology : It is characterized by common transmission medium shared by all the 
connected hosts, managed by dedicated nodes. It offers simultaneous flow of data and 
control. 

    Bus Topology 
(2 marks for correct definition) 

g. <BR> to insert a line break. 
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<LI> to define a list item in an ordered or unordered list. 
<HR> to place a horizontal line in an HTML document. 
<Table> to create a table in an HTML document. 
(1/2 mark for purpose of each tag) 

2. Question 

a. Default clause is used to handle the case when no match of any case in the switch 

statement is found. 

(1 mark for correct answer) 
b. She should make the text boxes showing marks non-editable. 

Or 
She should deselect the editable property of corresponding text boxes. 
(1 mark for correct answer) 

c. <HR> tag 

(1 mark for correct answer) 
d. XML stands for extensible Mark up Language. It is used to store and transport data. 

(1 mark for correct answer) 
e. x=7,y=4 

(1 mark for each correct value) 
f. Loop1 will execute once and loop2 will execute 0 times. 

Loop1 is exit control loop and loop2 is entry control loop. 
(1/2 mark for each correct no. of times of loop execution). 
(1/2 mark each for correctly identifying the type of loop). 

3. Question: 

a. Use Employee. 

(1 mark for correct answer). 
b. ALTER TABLE Customer ADD PRIMARY KEY(Custid); 

(1/2 mark for “Alter table” ; ½ mark for “add primary key”) 
c. Select * from Book where Price is NULL; 

(1 mark for correct answer). 
d. Multiple Primary Keys: NO 

Multiple Foreign Keys: YES 
(1/2 mark for each correct answer). 

e. RollNo can be set as Primary Key. 

Reason: In a class roll number of a student is always unique for every student. Therefore 
it can be used to identify a row uniquely in the table. 
(1 mark suggesting RollNo). 
(1 mark for the reason). 

f. Avg(cost) => 5000 

Cost+100=> 6100, NULL 
(1 mark for each correct answer) 

g. Degree= 5, Cardinality = 17 

(1 mark for each part) 
4. Question: 
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a. Inheritance is the capability of a class (called derived class) to inherit the properties of 

another existing class (called base class) 

(1 mark for correct definition) 
b. lngPhone=Long.parseLong(strPhone); 

(1 mark for correct answer) 
c. 7 

(1 mark for correct answer) 
d. This statement places the substring of “Informatics” starting from third character in the 

text field jTextField1. So, this statement will place “ormatics” in the textfield jTextField1. 

(1 mark for correct explanation) 
e. inti,sum=0; 

for(i=1;i<10;i+=2) 
sum+=I; 
(2 marks for correct answer) 

f.  

int i=2; j=5; 
while (j>i) 
{ 
jTextField1.setText(“j is greater”); 
j--; 
++i; 
} 
jOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,“Hello”); 
(1/2 mark each for identifying and correcting 4 errors) 

g. jTextField1: 17 

jTextField2: abc micro systems 
(1 mark for 17) 
(1 mark for abc micro systems) 

h.  

i. Both the radio buttons should be put in a button group. 

ii.  

1. intwagerate, noofdays, totalpay; 

if(radmale.isSelected()) 
wagerate=140; 
elsewagerate=160; 
if (chkskilled.isSelected()) 
wagerate+=59; 
noofdays=Integer.parseInt(txtdays.getText()); 
totalpay=noofdays * wagerate; 
lblwages.setText(totalpay+””); 

(1/2 mark for variable declaration with appropriate data types) 
(1/2 mark for calculating wage rate based on gender) 
(1/2 mark for recalculating wage rate based on skill) 
(1/2 mark for extracting no of days from the corresponding textfield) 
(1/2 mark for calculating total pay) 
(1/2 mark for displaying total pay in the corresponding label) 
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2. txtname.setText(“”); 

txtdays.setText(“”); 
(1/2 marks for each statement) 

3. System.exit(0); 

(1 mark for correct answer) 
5. Question: 

a. Drop table command removes the entire table from the database. When we drop a table, 

all the rows in the table are deleted and the table structure is removed from the database. 

The delete command removes rows from a table. If no “where” condition is specified, all 

rows are removed – the table structure remains intact. 

(1 mark for explaining drop table) 
(1 mark for difference between drop and delete) 

b.  

i. 6.57 

ii. 5.3 

iii. 25 

iv. Las 

(1/2 mark for each correct answer) 
c.  

i. SELECT * FROM projects WHERE ProjSize=”Medium”; 

ii. SELECT ProjSize FROM Projects WHERE Projname=”Medium”; 

iii. SELECT ID,ProjName,ProjSize,Cost FROM projects ORDER BY startdate 

DESC; 

iv. SELECT COUNT(*) FROM projects WHERE Cost<100000; 

(1 mark for each correct query). 
v. 980000 

vi. Medium 

Large 
Small 

vii. 2 

viii. 60000 

(1/2 mark each for each correct answer) 
6. Question: 

a. CREATE TABLE Teams(TeamCodevarchar(5) primary key, TeamNamevarchar(20), 

TeamLeadervarchar(20),NoOfMembers Integer, Team_Symbol char(1) NOT NULL); 

(1/2 mark for CREATE TABLE Teams) 
(1/2 mark for appropriately putting constraints) 
(1/2 mark for correct data types) 
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(1/2 mark for correct syntax of the query) 
b.  

i. CompID 

ii. In the 2
nd

 row of Model table the value of CompID is 4. This CompID does not 

exist in the table company. 

iii. Select * from Company , Model where Company.CompID=Model.CompID and 

Company.CompID=3; 

iv. Select * from Model where CompID=2; 

v. Select ModelID,ModelCost, CompName from Company, Model where 

Company.CompID=Model.CompID; 

vi. Select * from Company where CompID>2; 

vii. 7 

(1 mark each for each part) 
7. Question: 

a. Students can learn from their own pace. 

A lesson can ve revised any number of times at student’s convenience. 
Students can learn lessons at their homes at their convenient time. 
(1 mark for any two correct points) 

b. A lot of productive time of government servants and general public is saved. 

Transparency had increased and therefore cheating cases have been reduced. 
(1 mark each for any 2 correct points) 
 
 
 
 

c.  

 
(1/2 mark each for each correct answer) 
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PRACTICE PAPER – I 

CLASS XII   
INFORMATICS PRACTICES (065) 

Time: 3 Hours          Maximum Marks:70 

Note. 
1. This question paper is divided into three sections. 
2. Section-A and Section-B are of 25 Marks each. 
3. Section –C consist of 20 marks 
4. Answer the question after carefully reading the text. 
5. All questions are compulsory. 

 

Section –A 

Q1.(a)  Which protocol is used to translate domain names to associated IP address?   1 

(b) Amit has a Hub in his office to connect all the computers but speed is slow due to collision suggest    

any other device for this purpose so the speed can be increased.     1 

(c ) Write the name used to refer the difference between the highest and lowest frequencies of a 

transmission channel.           1 

(d)  Write the name of the computer which is takes the services from other computer.  1  

(e). Why do we use repeater in a network?        2 

(f) How is Coaxial cable different from Optical Fiber?       2 

(g) Compare freeware and shareware software.        2 

 

Q2.(a). Shyam has taken a list control on his form to display the list of all items available in his shop. But 

he wants to allow the user to select multiple items from his list control. Which property of JList should he 

use to do the same?          1 

(b). Which method of JFrame is used to close the frame without closing the application.  1 

(c ) Which HTML tag is used to break the current line in HTML?     1 

(d). Is the following XML code valid? Justify your answer. 

<student-list> 

<student> 

<rollno> 123 </rollno> 

<name> Ambika </name> 

<student-list>           2 

(e). What will be the values of m and n after the following java code is executed:    2 

int m = 10 , n = 20 ; 

if ( m != n ) 

m = n + 1 ; 

else 

m += 2 ; 

m++ ; 

n++ ; 
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(f) Write any two differences between <HR> tag and <H1> tag in HTML?    2 

(g) Write java code that gets marks in two subjects from textfields m1TF and m2TF and displays the 

higher marks in a textfield named highTF.       2 

Q3.(a) . Ramesh has created a table SUPPLIER in a database. One of the columns in the table is City. 

Which keyword is used to display only unique City names from table?    1 

(b) Sunil decides to delete Age column from a MySQL Table (student) after inserting some data into the 

table. Write the command to delete that particular column in student table.   2 

(c) Reshma , a student of class xii has created a table “PARTICIPANTS(PNO, NAME, CITY, CLAS )”. 

She wants to find out the names of participants who are not from Mumbai, Delhi and Ahmedabad. She 

tried the following: 

SELECT NAME FROM PARTICIPANTS WHERE CITY HAS NOT Mumbai, Delhi, Ahmedabad; 

Find out the errors and rewrite the above query after correction.     2 

(d) Ram is not able to repeat a name in the NAME field of the STUDENT table. What is the constraint he 

has used to achieve this?         1 

(e)What is the Cardinality and Degree in MySQL.      1 

(f) How a delete command different from drop command?     1 

(g) Find out the outputs based on the student table 

 

STREAM AVGMARKS GRADE 

MEDICAL 89.2 B 

COMMERCE 89.2 A 

HUMANITIES 64.4 B 

NONMEDICAL 92.0 A 

COMMERCE 67.5 C 

 (I) SELECT ROUND(AVGMARK) FROM student WHERE GRADE=’B’.; 1 

 (II) SELECT RIGHT(STREAM,2) FROM student;     1 

Q4(a)What is a package in java? Which package is imported for jdbc coding in java? 1 

(b) Write any one difference between an abstract class and a simple class.  1 

(c ). What will be displayed in jTextField1 after executing the following statement: 1 

String str = "" ; 

for( int i = 1 ; i <= 5 ; i++ ) 

str = str + i ; 

jTextField1.setText( str ) ; 

(d) What will be displayed in jTextField1 and jTextField2 after the following code is executed: 2  

int a = 12 , b = 20 ; 

jTextField1.setText( a + b + " " ) ; 

jTextField1.setText( " " + a + b ) ; 

(e) Rewrite the following code using if-else:     2 

boolean flag = Boolean.parseBoolean( bolTF.getText( ) ) ; 
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switch ( flag ) 

{ 

case true : System.out.println( "true" ) ; 

break ; 

case false: System.out.println( "false" ) ; 

} 

(f). Following code has some error(s).  

Rewrite the correct code underlining all the corrections made     2 

String str1 = Amit ; 
int b = 9 ; 
for( b = 0 , b < 3 , b++ ) 
system.out.println( str1 ) ; 
str1 = str1 + b ; 
(g). Mr. Lal is designing the GUI for managing customer details. The GUI designed in Netbeans is as 

follows: 

 

i) Mr. Lal wants that when the form is run, it should display the details of first customer in the form from 

the customer database. Which event he should handle to write the java code to do the above? 

ii) Write java code to fetch the first record from the table CUST(CID, CNAME, CADDR) in the database 

CUSTOMER and display the data values in the textfield cidTF, cnameTF and address in the textarea 

caddrTA. 

iii) Write java code to exit from the application, when the exitBTN is clicked. 

Q5.(a) Discuss the role of Foreign Key Constraints in MYSQL table.   2 

(b) Write the output of the following SQL queries:     2 

(i) SELECT ROUND(23.7589,2); 

 (ii) SELECT DAYOFMONTH(„2009-08-12.); 

 (iii) SELECT TRUNCATE(4.12345,2); 

 (iv) SELECT SUBSTRING(„KVSANGATHAN.,3,3); 

(c ) Write the SQL commands for the i) to iv) and write the output of the v) and vi) on the basis of table 

TEACHER.          6 

Table:TEACHER 
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No. Name Age Dept Dateofadm Salary Sex 

1 Jugal 34 Computer 10.01.97 12000 F 

2 Sharmila 31 History 24/03/98 20000 F 

3 Sandeep 32 Maths 12/12/96 30000 M 

4 Sangeeta 35 History 01/07/99 40000 F 

5 Rakesh 42 Maths 05/09/97 25000 M 

6 Shyam 50 History 37/06/98 30000 M 

7 Shivam 44 Computer 25/02/97 21000 M 

(i)To show all information about the teacher of History department. 

 (ii) To display the list of all male teachers who are in Maths department. 

 (iii) To display Names, Age and Sex of all teachers with their date of admission in descending order. 

 (iv) To insert a new row in the TEACHER table with the following data: 

Q6 (a). Create table Customer as per following Table Instance Chart.   2 

Column 

Name 

Cust_ID Cust_Name Cust_Add Pincode Cust_Phone 

DataType Integer Varchar Varchar Integer VARCHAR 

Length 7 30 20 6 10 

Constraint Primary Not Null    

 

(b) In database there are two tables “Student” and “Stream” as below : 

Table: Student 

Sid Sname age StrId 

1 Roondy 10 1 

2 Joseph 12 1 

3 Trinchu 14 2 

4 Prithlon 11 3 

5 Ahol 10 2 

 

 

Table: Stream 

StrId Name 

1 Eng 

2 Com 

3 Sci 

4 Hum 
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(i) What is the cardinality and degree of both tables?      1 

 (ii) In both tables which tables has the foreign key and write the foreign key name.   1 

(c ) Consider the following tables Product and Client. Write MySQL commands for the statement (i) to (iv) and 

give outputs for SQL queries (v) to (viii).       6 

Table : Book 

Book_Id Book_Name Author_Name Publisher Price Type Quantity 

C0001 Fast Cook Lata Kapoor EPB 355 Cookery 5 

F0001 The Tears William Hopkins First Pub 650 Fiction 20 

T0001 My First C++ Brain & Brooke EPB 350 Text 10 

T0002 C++ Brain works A.W. Rossaine TDH 350 Text 15 

F0002 Thunderbolts Anna Roberts First Pub 750 Fiction 50 

 

Table : issued 

Book_Id Quantity_Issued   

 T0001   4    

 C0001   5    

 F0001   2    

 

 (i) To show Book id, Book name, Author name and price of books of First Pub     Publisher 

 (ii) To display the names and price of books in ascending order of their prices. 

 (iii) To increase the price of all books of EPB publishers by 50. 

 (iv) To display the Book_Id, Book_Name and quantity issued for all books which have been issued. 

 (v) Give the output of the following 

 (a) Select Count(*) from Book; 

 (b) Select Max(Price) from Book where Quantity >=15; 

 (c) Select Book_Name, Author_Name from Book where Publisher=.First Pub.; 

 (d) Select count(distinct Publisher) from Book where Price>=400; 

Q7.(a)What is an interface?        1 

(b). Define a front-end of an information system.      2 

(c) Vineeth developing one application for Sales Department. He want to create some controls on a form for the 

following functions. Choose appropriate controls from Text field, Text Area, Label, radio button, check box, list 

box, combo box, button, Option pane, dialog box, menu items.  2 

S. No. Control used to Control 

1. Select Customer name form list  

2. Select type of sales (cash / credit)  

3. Enter quantity and price  

4. Calculation of total amount  

 

  
 
 


